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Kerry Concedes; Popular Vote 51 % to 48%
President Promises to Reach Out and Unify Nation
_— By Fernando Lopez and Vladimir Matos
www. georgewbush. com
It certainly turned out to be themost important presidential elec-tion for our generation of college
students. For the nation, it didn't
come down to the state of Florida
where the Kerry campaign hoped to
bring out the vote and their efforts
were unsuccessful. Instead, it came
down to Ohio where again the Kerry
camp was banking on voters in a
state hard hit by unemployment rates,
but the numbers came back thin.
In an election year that was
widely thought to come down on
issues such as the war in Iraq and the
economy, few suspected that issues
dealing with morals would play a
significant role, much less a deciding
factor, as it apparently did in Ohio.
Either way, the results are in
and America voted to continue
President Bush's agenda for our
country and his mission with the war
on terrorism. In addition, by wining
the popular vote in such a decisive
fashion, President Bush will go down
in history as receiving more votes
than any other president in history
thus far.
President Bush received 51%
(58,978,616) of the popular vote, and
John Kerry received 48%
(55,384,497). The most watched
Electoral College results in recent
memory had Mr. Bush with 274
votes and Mr. Kerry with 252 votes.
At press time, Iowa and New Mexico
were still too close to call. But The
Communicator projects that Bush
will eventually win New Mexico,
bringing him a total of 279 electoral
votes. Iowa was still way too close to
call.
Overall, Bush won 29 states,
which included swing states Florida,
Ohio, Colorado, and New Mexico.
Kerry won 20 states, including swing
states Pennsylvania, Michigan, and
Wisconsin. "The election numbers of
voters indicate a high level of support
for Bush and it illustrates their
beliefs in having continuity rather
than change," said James Freeman,
chief political science professor here
at BCC. "With the support of those
red states and those additional seats
injhejr4o,us§e9nd_£>enate, Bush will
liow^be able to lead with a mandate
and further his agenda."
The perception that the country
is very polarized at home and dan-
gerously isolated abroad did not
seem to sway voters. The
Republicans ran an effective cam-
paign in putting out the message that
Kerry is a flip-flopper. Although
Kerry is regarded as having won all
three presidential debates, Americans
voted in part on a hunch that they
know George W. Bush better than
John Kerry.
Despite a stable economy, the
president went into this election year
with having lost jobs instead of
increasing them, the first president to
have a net loss of jobs since Herbert
Hoover in 1932. Despite all this,
which otherwise would doom any
other incumbent, the run up towards
Election Day was very tight. The
president's campaign was a strong
one. Since he spoke to the nation
from the rubbles in New York City,
the president defined himself and his
mission was clear.
The state of the economy did
not seem to sway voters. The rising
costs in healthcare, the outsourcing
of jobs to foreign countries, and rise
in the cost of crude oil did not over-
ride many voters' confidence in the
president to solve these problems.
Any other politician who faced such
Statistics -Continued on page 2
S t u d e n t s B o t h
Y o u n g and O ld
Journey Back To
BCC and Reminisce
About the Good
O l d D a y s
(A Communicator Journal)
By Fernando Lopez
October 16, 2004 - BCC's newlyrevamped homecoming pro-gram kicked off today after
being out of commission for several
years, nearly making homecoming at
BCC obsolete. However, this year's
homecoming for alumni was a highly
successful one. It saved the program
from going under and established a new
precedent for to which future homecom-
ings can adhere.
"This year's Alumni Homecoming
sets the stage for the establishment of a
BCC Alumni Association," said Ingrid
DeCicco, the Alumni Affairs Officer
here at BCC. "A meeting will be held on
November 16th for all who are interest-
ed in the Alumni Association." The
meeting will be held in the President's
Conference Room in Language Hall.
Students both young and old came
as far as Florida and Arizona to attend.
They came back to the school where the
stage was set for them to succeed. It is
the school where they first sat down and
grappled with what their personal inter-
ests were, as well as the classes and/or
professors who reinforced them in the
decisions they've made. For many
alumni, it is a time that is flash bolted in
their memories.
The day consisted of various activ-
ities throughout campus, including a
tour of Gould Memorial Library, where
college officials are currently making
efforts to reorganize; the film and televi-
sion studio in Meister Hall for the media
technology students, a program here
that is perhaps one of the finest, if not
the best, of all community colleges in
the CUNY system today. In addition,
alumni were treated to a jazz concert in
Gould Memorial Hall by Valerie Capers,
whose ensemble consisted of BCC
alumni, and it was fabulous.
"I'm encouraged by the enthusi-
asm of the planning committee to make
this event a reality," said Diana Mosley,
who majored in nursing in the class of
1970. "It's building up and it's impor-
tant." Mrs. Mosley is a happy grand-
mother and said that when she graduat-
ed from BCC, she and about "fifteen of
my friends who also graduated with
nursing degrees opened an intensive
care unit at Harlem Hospital. Then I
became a nursing teacher for the Board
of Education."
The stories that were being rever-
berated in the air were absolutely fasci-
nating and quite amazing. As current
students, we really have no idea about
the very interesting people who walked
these very same halls, sat at the very
same classes and dealt with the very
same problems we all think are original
in our lives today.
Take, for example, Paula Freeman
Anderson, who was a math major, class
of '67. She was sharing her experiences
with me about the school, and about the
60's. "In those days we were revolution-
aries. We were very active in our socie-
ty during very turbulent times," she
recalled. Mrs. Anderson said this in a
humbled way, but also in an accom-
plished way, that struck me on a viscer-
al level. She also spoke about her day in
a deeply understanding tone, suggesting
to me that she's put her life, and every-
thing else that went on in those days, in
perspective. While we learn about the
sixties, Mrs. Anderson lived it.
However, her story didn't stop
there. Mrs. Anderson gave me a piece of
BCC's history. "During the sixties", she
said, "the spirit and the feeling around
the school campus was one of change.
Students were very active and vocal; we
protested and demanded to be heard.
And I really feel that our collective spir-
it helped pave the way for Mr. Colston
to become
-Continued on page 4
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BUSH WINS *»
would have probably lost reelection.
"President Bush made sure his message
reached the conservative wing of the
Republican Party," Prof. Freeman said.
"Kerry had absolutely no Southern sup-
port."
Referring to Kerry's running mate
John Edwards, Prof. Freeman said that
he might have been "a mistake because
his didn't deliver any Southern states,
including his own."
President Bush came into the elec-
tion as a wartime president, demonstrat-
ing throughout the campaign as being
steady and willing to defend the nation
against terrorists. However, Iraq contin-
ues to be enflamed with violence and no
weapons of mass destruction were
there. It was perceived by some, that
although there are several nations offer-
ing us logistical support there, only the
United States and the United Kingdom
have had a considerable amount of
troops, with Americans taking the
biggest hits in casualties. This also did
not sway voters.
Despite the aggressive "get out the
youth vote" campaigns by several
organizations that includes the hip hop
community's 'Vote or Die' and MTV's
Rock the Vote, only 17% of the youth
ages 18-to-29 voted this time around,
making people of this age group the
largest bloc of non-voters. That is the
same percentage of registered young
voters that voted in the 2000 elections.
"People don't realize that there is a dif-
ference between getting people regis-
tered and then getting them to vote,"
said Prof. Freeman, adding that "the
marketing campaign did not stay
focused long enough to translate newly
registrants into new voters. There were
some strategic mistakes. And don't
think that Bush isn't going to ignore the
youth vote. There's going to be a much
tighter low-wage economy with less
public assistance. Bush has to appeal to
those who came out to vote for him and
those who didn't will not get served."
President Bush received the high-
est percentage of Hispanic voters ever
for a Republican candidate (44%). Bush
also beat out Kerry nationally for the
Catholic vote, 52% to 47%. This was a
big surprise to some since Kerry is a
Roman Catholic, which was believed to
give him an advantage in states like
Ohio, New Mexico, Michigan, and
Wisconsin. Mr. Bush only received
11 % of the African-American elec-
torate, which is just slightly higher than
the 9% he received in 2000.
"America has spoken, and I'm
humbled by the trust and the confidence
of my fellow citizens," said President
Bush in his victory speech, the day after
the election. Adding, "with that trust
comes a duty to serve all Americans."
In the end, the president appealed
more to his conservative base, those
who consistently vote for the
Republican Party. He energized his
base enough that they showed up at the
polls in great numbers, compared to
Democrats, especially in Ohio.
"The Democrats need to figure out
how to put an electoral majority and
this is going to be hard to do without
support from Southern voters."
However, Prof. Freeman says, "Let's
not forget that 55 million Americans
voted against him, and that's a lot. It
shows how the country is divided."
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Editorials
Succumbing to "The Idiot Box": Television, the Power of Its Persuasion
When you stop to think about it,persuasion is everywhere. Ionce tried to count the number
of direct attempts to control my thoughts
and behavior I encountered in a single day.
This included people requesting me to do
things, forcing me to do things, asking me
to buy things, telling me to pay for things,
showing me where to stop and when to go,
suggesting how I should think about
things, offering me slogans to repeat,
songs to remember, attitudes to change,
and ideologies to believe. By mid-morn-
ing, I lost count somewhere around 500.
We live in an environment dense
with information and purveyors of such, in
a frenzy to influence us. Most people are
either unaware of these influences, or
when they are, vastly overestimate the
amount of freedom they have to make up
their own minds. There are legions of
influence agents operating in our society,
whose mission is to motivate us to a par-
ticular course of action. A large portion of
the population makes a living simply get-
ting others to comply with their requests. It
is estimated that a person wil l receive up to
400 persuasive appeals from marketers
alone in the course of a single day. For
instance, a general manager spends
upward of 80% of their time in verbal
communication—most of it attempting to
cajole or persuade fellow employees.
Don't forget your spouse, your children,
your neighbors, strangers, and countless
others you meet in the course of an aver-
age day— all of whom want you to do
something and are going to try to get you
to do it.
Since Aristotle recorded his princi-
ples of persuasion in Rhetoric, humans
have attempted to define and refine the
principles of successful influence. How
many influence tactics exist? Well, the
answer to the question depends on whom
you ask. However, notwithstanding the
actual number of tactics, mass media,
namely television, would lead the pack in
the power of persuasion.
How Much Influence Does
Television REALLY Have?
The answer is: a lot. Whether or not
we choose to believe it, television does
have an influence on one's behavior. Each
year, the average American spends 1550
hours watching TV, listens to 1160 hours
of radio, and spends 290 hours reading
newspapers and magazines. A person
watching the normal amount of TV (what-
ever that is), each day would have seen
100 TV ads.
Media dramatically shapes the way
we view current issues. In 1920, a scientist
named Walter Lippman proposed that the
media would control public opinion by
focusing attention on selected issues while
ignoring others. Known as the "agenda-
setting" hypothesis, the idea that people
were easily susceptible to media influence
was soon derided as an overly simplistic
misperception of the viewing audience.
How ironic then is it today that we find
ourselves easily swayed by marketers
whose sole agenda is to influence behavior
through compliance, persuasion, propa-
ganda, and thought control ("brainwash-
ing").
In 1991, the Gulf War dominated
There is no doubt that
America and much of the
world is a "television cul-
ture."
media coverage, pushing Bush's approval
ratings to 90% after the war—the highest
rating in American history. Twelve months
later, Bush was defeated at the polls. The
question then becomes, how could one of
the most popular presidents in American
history lose a subsequent election? There
was no publicized scandal, no political
gaffe, no international blunder that could
explain Bush's misfortunes, but
researchers Krosnick & Brannon (1993)
used national survey data to answer this
very question. What happened was that in
1992, the media refocused its attentions
from the war to the national economy.
Their findings determined that the media's
refocus on the national economy, largely
accounted for Bush's declining popularity
that year.
Media personalities often explain
that denigrating the fickle, mindless
American public is at the heart of national
changes in mood. But a fickle, mindless
public isn't the answer either. The answer
to national mood swings appears to be
social influence rather than logical. It
seems that inconsequential changes in the
presentation of issues have been shown to
cause dramatic shifts in public preference.
Who Owns What
It scares me to know that television
programs, the primary source for informa-
tion, are wholly or in-part owned by and
disseminate the values of a handful of
wealthy Caucasian men who control more
than 85% of the vehicles through which
we receive our information. Here are three
of the major media conglomerates whose
holdings span just about every media out-
let.
Disney is a media company that
does not rely solely upon Mickey Mouse
and amusement parks. From the ABC net-
work to ESPN, Disney is a diversified cor-
poration with so many holdings that they
seemingly contradict one another. The
same company that brings Peter Jennings
and the ABC Family Channel into living
rooms is also the parent company of
Miramax Films, a production unit special-
izing in violent and risque features.
Disney's roster of holdings include: book
and magazine publishing (i.e., Hyperion
Books and US Weekly), television/cable
and radio broadcasting stations (i.e.
WABC, WPLJ and ESPN), television pro-
duction and distribution (i.e., Buena Vista,
Touchtone and Walt Disney), movie pro-
duction and distribution (i.e., Walt Disney,
Touchtone, Hollywood, Caravan, Buena
Vista, and Miramax Films), retail (i.e. The
Disney Store), multimedia (i.e., ABC-
NEWS.com and NASCAR.com), music,
theatrical productions and professional
sports franchises (i.e. Buena Vista Music
Group, The Lion King and the Might
Ducks - a National Hockey League),
theme parks and resorts (everything
Disney), and TiVo.
Time Warner Inc. is a leading
global media and entertainment company
with businesses in filmed entertainment,
interactive services, television networks,
cable systems and publishing. Their hold-
ings include: America Online, Time Inc.,
Time Warner Cable, Home Box Office,
New Line Cinema, Turner Broadcasting
System and Warner Bros.
Viacom is a leading global media
company, with preeminent positions in
broadcast and cable television, radio, out-
door advertising, multimedia and book
publishing. Viacom's well-known brands
include CBS, MTV, Nickelodeon, Nick at
Nite, VH1, BET, Paramount Pictures,
Infinity Broadcasting, Viacom Outdoor,
UPN, TV Land, Comedy Central, CMT:
Country Music Television, Spike TV,
Showtime, and Simon & Schuster.
It is no wonder the FCC is trying to
block the number of mediums a media
conglomerate is able to purchase.
Go Forth Informed
This requires that we ask a funda-
mental question: if media elites can effec-
tively shape public opinion by emphasiz-
ing certain issues and ignoring others,
what is the nature of a modern, media-
dominated democracy?
Does public opinion reside in the
minds of citizens, or is public opinion
manufactured elsewhere and then merely
deposited in the minds of citizens?
James Bovard, author of Lost Rights:
The Destruction of American Liberty and
Shakedown, states, "Unfortunately, politi-
cal controls over broadcasting systems
have not excited the interest of most
Americans. People have acquiesced and
accepted government propaganda as a
"natural" part of broadcast offerings. The
principle of government control over
information is inseparable from the princi-
ple of government control over people's
lives." With the formation of the antitrust
laws in 1932, the disbanding of the film
industry monopolies were necessary,
according to the Justice Department,
because if the producers of a media prod-
uct, like film, also controlled the distribu-
tion of that product, then the public would
be denied the free access to competing
ideas envisioned by the First Amendment.
With the knowledge that marketers
and media elites posses the ability to move
someone to adopt a new attitude, belief, or
action can help us, hopefully, resist these
influence attempts. Sadly, the "idiot box"
gets its power because so many viewers
tend to imitate the world of television and
not enough of us just keep it turned off.
Bear in mind that all media, regard-
less of medium, has been shaped, edited,
adjusted and framed with the very inten-
tion to arouse a trigger of compliance
within us. It is imperative that we resist
these thought controlling impulses and
take a stand for individualism and freedom
of choice.
Geralde Parvilus
President/Editor in Chief
Letters to the Editor
Dear BCC Community:
Thank you for your con-
tinued support as we strive to
bring you a newspaper that
matters to you all. Your kind
words inspire us.
Sincerely,
The Communicator Editorial
Board and Faculty Advisor
Dear Editor:
I want to congratulate
you on the two issues of The
Communicator this semester.
I am very pleased with the
high quality of the articles
and the involvement of the
students in their newspaper.
Keep up the good work.
Dr. Carolyn G. Williams
President, Bronx Community
College
Dear Editor:
I am writing to congratulate you on
the regularity with which The
Communicator has been issued. I have
found the articles thoughtful, pertinent,
and succinct.
The October 6, 2004 issue, for
example, performed a valuable commu-
nity service with its description of the
two political conventions and the election
process that was concise, informative and
nonpartisan. I welcome a newspaper that
stimulates dialogue among the college
populace.
Please continue to"Communicate"
with the BCC community.
Sincerely
Marcia V. Keizs
Vice President. Academic Affairs
Dear Editor:
Congratulations upon producing your
recent excellent issue of The
Communicator. It is thorough and
well written. I am especially
impressed by the election(s) cover-
age, both federal and here at "home"
campus.
I like the "Poetry Corner" and
will encourage my students of poetry
to submit some of their poems for
your consideration.
Thanks again for being a team
that creates good outcome and caring.
Sincerely,
Professor Phyllis Read
English Department
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Journey Back To BCC
president."
Mrs. Anderson was referring to
James A. Colston, whose takeover as pres-
ident of BCC in 1966, made him the first
black president of BCC at a time when the
civil-rights movement was in high gear
and protesting was instantly visibly on col-
lege campuses throughout the country. "A
who lot of people were happy," she said.
"What a wonderful sense of pride we had
when Dr. Colston came on campus."
Very much like today, students then
were also blessed with very fine, scholarly
professors. Many on this day talked about
some professors who were instrumental in
their lives. "This is the place that changed
my life, and Professor Fred Berger, who
was an English professor, was very instru-
mental," said Joseph Meyer, class of '72.
"He made me travel to Albany,
Washington and across the country and
I'm very grateful for that."
Many still recall the way the BCC
campus used to be structured then, having
a classroom building on 184th Street and
Bedford Park. "We used to have to go to a
class on Bedford Park and then hop on a
bus afterwards in the cold to reach our
next class in time," Mrs. Anderson said. "It
was wild."
Another more compelling story
which, I think, will strike an interest in
many current students today came from
Mr. Jerry Wooley, an education major in
the class of '96. He was the vice president
of the Student Government Association at
a time when CUNY proposed a tuition
increase that he says outraged students,
not only here, he says, but throughout
CUNY schools. "I played a part of a group
of students here who locked down Colston
Hall in protest for several days," he said.
"And similar things happened throughout
the CUNY schools. We had to because
they were thinking of taking the TAP and
Pell programs away and we had to fight."
The lockdown of the building occurred for
several days, and it took police officers
with full riot gear on to finally quash the
uproar.
But the TAP and Pell programs
remain, and they provide crucial tuition
assistance for the majority of BCC stu-
dents today. "We weren't respected so we
had to fight for our rights and for what we
believed in. We had professors on our side,
many of whom are still teaching today," he
said. He offered up a bit of criticism for
the students of today, saying, "Tuition just
recently went up again but the students
didn't do anything. And if they continue to
do so, things will get harder and harder
and more expansive," he added.
But it is clear today that BCC has an
awesomely rich history and diversity. Who
knew that Richard Carmona, who current-
ly just so happens to be the United States
surgeon general, is a BCC alumnus before
we highlighted his appointment in The
Communicator? And that BCC's motto
wasn't always "Gateway to Success." At
one point it was "Inclusion and
Opportunity."
"When I came to BCC in 1959, there
were not many community colleges in the
country. Community colleges owe a debt
of gratitude to BCC for maintaining com-
munity colleges and for all the accom-
plishments," said Michael Steuerman, the
luncheon speaker and BCC professor
emeritus. "BCC revolutionized the nation
when it comes to community colleges, and
we have become internationally known
with the leadership of President Williams
and nationally known through Roscoe
Brown."
Former Treasurer and Secretary to
The Communicator Karen Rodriguez con-
tributed to this article. Karen is an alumna
of BCC class of 2004. She currently
attends City College and is majoring in
education.
Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
I am addressing the issue that most students are asking, "Why do some buildings have vend-
ing machines and others don't? Who decides where vending machines are located?" It would
meet the needs of the students and faculty to have a water, soda, and/or snack vending
machine in philosophy hall. Many students and faculty members would agree that it would be
very convenient for them to satisfy their hunger or thirst and not have to make the long trip to
another building. For example, Philosophy Hall is utilized by a large student population,
which includes Continuing Studies, the Writing Center, Research Foundation along with day
and evening classes. Requests food and drinks are now even more frequent since the weath-
er is getting colder. Students have gone so far as to ask me to start a petition to have Bronx
Community College put a vending machine in Philosophy Hall, but how would I go about
getting this started? To whom should I address these concerns?
S. Morales
Class 2006
Letters to The Communicator
Editorial Policy and Disclaimer
The Communicator urges students to respond to articles and editorials found in this newspaper. We also
urge you to speak out on issues that matter to the college cummuniry, as well as your neighborhood, the
city, state, nation and world-at-large.
The views expressed in published letters are solely those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the
views of The Communicator.
We reserve the right to shorten any letter submitted due to space considerations.
We reserve the right to refuse publication to any letter due to space considerations, as well as those letters
deemed inappropriate because of profane language, non-verification problems and/or slander.
No letter will be published unless the author submits his or her name, and telephone number.
Submissions should be emailed to The Communicator at communicator@bcc.cuny.edu.
Finish here.
Now is the time to continue your
undergraduate education by transferring to
lona, where you can choose from over 40
majors. And depending on your GPA, you may
also be eligible for scholarships up to $8.000.
Application Deadline: Friday, January 14,2005
For more information, call 800-23 NONA, our
Office of Admissions at 914-633-2502, or visit
us online at iona.edu/info
Aspire. Ach ieve ,
IONA COLLEGE
715 North Avenue, New Rochelle. NY
Celebratin
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B C C L a t i n o A s s o c i a t i o n o n o r s
The Association of LatinoFaculty and Staff (ALPS), agroup of faculty and staff here
on campus that promotes ways to bet-
ter Hispanic students by creating
scholarships and other outreach pro-
grams for support, honored Dr.
Nereida Correa, M.D. during their
annual luncheon on October 7th in
recognition for her work in the health
field and on healthcare issues for
Latinos.
Dr. Correa is co-director of the
Hispanic Center for Excellence and
she chairs the Obstetrics, Gynecology
and Women's Health at Lincoln
Medical Center. She talked at length
about her background and her road to
success, which, she says, wasn't
always easy. "I hit a few bumps here
or there. And at times the road was
heavy with sadness and disappoint-
ment. But I kept going with my
dream."
First rejected to attend medical
school at Hunter College; Dr. Correa
decided to attend night school at BCC
as a nursing student. And she's been
thriving ever since, eventually teach-
ing nursing to students at City
University, where she earned her
bachelor's degree. Later, she earned a
master's degree in education, landing
a career where she wanted it, in the
health profession.
Let this be a lesson to all students
that success doesn't come overnight.
You have to keep going towards your
dream for in order to realize your self-
actualization. "I sacrificed a lot but
I'm here now. And let me just say that
it is amazing," said Dr. Correa. "I was
the first in my family to graduate from
college, and I'm honored to work in a
field that helps to better the health of
a community."
Aside from providing a scholar-
ship to a student last year, this marks
the first award given to an aspiring
Hispanic figure from outside of cam-
pus for the Association of Latino
Faculty and Staff, having just recently
been established two years ago at a
time when Hispanics are the largest
minority group in the U.S. And it also
comes in the month of October known
at BCC as Latino Heritage Month.
On its list of members, the ALPS
has what can be regarded as highly
respected and prominent Hispanic
leaders on campus, many of whom are
popular amongst BCC students, the
majority of who are Hispanic. Some
of names include Orlando Lopez, who
is financial aid director of the college;
Nelson Reynoso, who chairs the
Association and is also popular
amongst students as an advisor; Mrs.
Driada Vallieres, who works in the
career development office assisting
students with employment opportuni-
ties and internship inquiries; psychol-
ogy Professor Gloria Rodriguez, who
You have to keep going
towards your dream for in
order to realize your
self-a ctualiza tion.
is very popular-and beloved by stu-
dents; Edwin Roman, who worked for
the career development office but
now is the transfer director.
The association serves as a "sup-
port group for faculty and staff as well
as students for them to take advantage
of the benefits that BCC has to offer,"
says Mr. Roman, the group's chair-
man of communications and research.
After honoring Dr. Correa,
approximately one hour later, the
Association sponsored another work-
shop event on Genealogy Studies for
the Hispanic Genealogical Society of
New York. The workshop's emphasis
was on exposing the resources avail-
able for students to discover their
ancestry and history.
a L a t i n a
B y Fernando Lopez
The association was "created to
share the rich cultural experiences of
Latinos with the college community,"
says Nelson Reynoso who is the
chairman of the Group. "We're here
not only for Hispanics, we're here for
everyone," he added.
But the highlight of the day was
on Dr. Correa whose story can serve
as an inspiration to mil l ions of
Hispanics and other minority groups
across this nation.
"The health of a nation is meas-
ured by its diversity," says Dr. Correa.
Adding that, "The most important
thing is to persevere, continue doing
what you're doing. One of the things
that I think is helpful is to announce
your goals, make a plan and seek out
people who are doing whatever it is
that you want to do so that you can
learn from them."
Carolyn Williams, president of
Bronx Community College said, "I
am very pleased with the initiatives
and programs of the Association of
Latino Faculty and Staff because it
emphasizes and proves once again
that the family at Bronx Community
College is unique in its diversity." She
continued, saying that "It is wonderful
to see this new association gain
strength over the past couple of years.
The scholarship for Hispanic students
is commendable as is the support and
encouragement to the Latino mem-
bers of our college community."
THE
iRVAT
CASPAR WEINBERGER
(Here) rests
the soul
of our nation
- here also
should be
our conscience.
2004 by King Features Syndicate, Inc.
World rights reserved.
Belle Zeller Scholarship Trust Fund
The Trustees of the Belle Zeller Scholarship Trust Fund announce that they arenow accepting applications from candidates wishing to be considered for theyear 2004 Belle Zeller Scholarship Awards. These merit scholarships are for
the full undergraduate tuition, renewable while the student is a full-time undergraduate
attending CUNY.
Applications must be postmarked by December 6, 2004. Applicants must have
completed a minimum of sixteen credits at any branch of CUNY with an index of
3.75 or better. Candidates must also submit four letters of recommendation, two must
be from classroom instructors of the college they now attend and must address their
academic performance and contributions. At least one of the four letters must be from
a person who has personal knowledge of their abilities and can evaluate their leader-
ship service and/or social commitment.
All applications will be screened and finalists will be interviewed by a committee
of the Trustees or their designees. Awards for the 2004-2005 year will be announced
by May 31, 2005. Winners will be known as Zeller Scholars.
Applications are available through their office of the Dean of Students on each
campus and are also available on the web by going to http://www.psc-cuny.org.
Bronx Community College
Campus Speakers Series
Fall 2004
Thursday, November 18
Dr. Orlando Patterson
Chair, Department of Sociology
Harvard University
"One World, One Destiny"
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium, 12-2 PM
Tuesday, December 7
Professor Sue Moss
Health, Physical Education and Wellness Department
Bronx Community College
"Behind the Embargo: "The Inclusive Nature of Afro-Cuban Culture"
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium, 12-2 PM
The Campus Speaker Series is a collaborative effort of the offices
of Student Development and Academic Affairs.
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From The Desk of the Student Government
Bronx Community College
On September 30, 2004 the President of the Student Government did not deliver his speech at freshman convocation in the interest of time.
Here now is a synopsis of the speech.
The theme of today's proceedings is centered on "Tapping into your future" and, hopefully, you will discover many ways to do this before
you leave here today. So I want us to begin by asking ourselves a question. That question is! How can we tap into our future while we are
here at BCC? The answer I have come up with is simple "Carpe Diem," seize the day, a phrase we have probably heard very often. To seize the
day means to seize every moment of the day, to seize the day means to be an informed student about your college, to be informed about the
requirements for your major or curriculum, to ask for what you paid for, to understand the "NO" is not an acceptable answer from anyone, when it
comes to your education.
To seize the opportunity means to get a counselor and stick with him or her as your "travel guide" through college. To get informed about your
tutoring needs, to act responsibly, and take charge of your affairs because your success depends on it (say it with me.) "My success at BCC
depends on me being responsible and informed."
To seize the day also means to give to and demand respect from everyone, to study hard, to file for financial aid early, to do early registration
of your classes, to validate early, and most of all to seek out anyone and everyone who can help you to make all of this happen, such as your stu-
dent government senators', your professors, and members of the college community.
I did that, and I can promise you this, it works.
Finally, to be hungry for knowledge is a great start in seizing the day, but to do something about it takes special people like all of you here
today, who are seizing the opportunity to "Tap into Your Future." Remember that a student is the most important person in college because, with-
out students, there would be no college, without students there would be no professors, and without students there would be no college administra-
tors to begin with. Remember how important you are and remember also that your success depends on every student being responsible and
informed students seizing every day at Bronx Community College.
The Student Government thanks you for registering to vote at our "Rock the Vote Event" and wants you to know that we were able to register
approximately 600 students (Doubling last years figures). If we factor in all the other individuals, departments or organizations that did registration
on our campus we were able to register about 10% of our population.
SEE YOU NEXT ISSUE!
U.S. Department of Energy Awards BCC's
Center for Sustainable Energy New Grant
The U. S. Department ofEnergy awarded a grant of$966,000 to Bronx
Community College (BCC) of The
City University of New York to
extend the work of the Center for
Sustainable Energy at BCC's
University Heights campus.
If we were to put solar
photovoltaic arrays on the
rooftops of buildings across
this country and we put wind
farms in the areas around the
country where wind is plenti-
ful we would free ourselves of
the need for imported oil.
Most of the funds will be
devoted to construction, renova-
tion and design work on the
Patterson Reserve Center, a two-
story, 55,000 square foot brick
structure on a 3.5 acre plot that was
used as a 1,000 man armory, across
the street from BCC's entrance on
Hall of Fame Terrace. The
Patterson site, originally leased to
the Army for fifty years, was
returned to College control after
approximately two years of negoti-
ations.
"The Center will be a catalyst
for promoting the use of alterna-
tive energy sources, such as fuel
cells, solar power, wind, water and
hydrogen. It is the only place of its
kind in New York. The Center will
have a positive impact on the busi-
ness community as well as the
health of New York residents," said
Congressman Jose E. Serrano (D-
NY). Representative Serrano
secured an initial grant of
$481,000 for Bronx Community
College to start the Center in 2003
in addition to the current award.
"Our vision at the Center for
Sustainable Energy is to have a
transition to a new economy, based
on new energy sources," states Jim
Quigley, Acting Director, Center
for Sustainable Energy.
"There is enough wind in the
state of Minnesota to power all of
the electric needs in the United
States. There is enough solar ener-
gy in 10% of the land mass of the
state of Arizona to power all of the
electrical needs of the United
States. If we were to put solar pho-
tovoltaic arrays on the rooftops of
buildings across this country and
we put wind farms in the areas
around the country where wind is
plentiful we would free ourselves
of the need for imported oil. We
could afford to do this by all the
money we'd save by avoiding oil
imports," adds Quigley.
In the short time the Center
has been open, it has established
working relationships with energy
advocates from government, aca-
demia and from the private sector,
says Quigley.
"We have had outreach to
important entities such as the New
York State Energy Resource
Development Authority, the
Department of Energy's Energy
Smart Communities Program, the
Clean Cities Project, the various
not-for-profit organizations such
as the Northeast Sustainable
Energy Association, various other
schools and academic programs,
selected individuals in the private
and public sectors, covering both
energy services and energy conver-
sion and alternative fuel vehicle
technology. These have been criti-
cal in establishing our identity to
the proper community leaders who
are involved in these issues," notes
Quigley.
In addition to an alternative
fuel vehicle technology program,
it's also expected that The Center
for Sustainable Energy will have
an energy services technology pro-
gram to train students in energy
conservation technologies and
renewable energy technologies
applicable to construction and
operation of buildings and indus-
try.
"There are growing jobs in
these areas and we want to be able
to develop the workforce to meet
that growing job demand,"
Quigley states.
"The Center for Sustainable
Energy will have a significant role
in the positive rebirth and growth
of the Bronx as a place for people
to work, live, and to obtain an edu-
cation" states Bronx Community
College President Carolyn G.
Williams.
The Center will have office
space, exhibition space, conferenc-
ing space, and classroom and labo-
ratory space. It will be an incubator
for businesses related to energy,
and will hopefully be used as a
community meeting place. There
will be visual displays to let people
who come into the building know
the structure is designed to reduce
energy consumption. A meter will
also show people the amount of
electricity being produced by the
photovoltaic array on the rooftop
and other treatments.
On Friday October 22, the
Center for Sustainable Energy, has
invited business owners, govern-
ment, school and corporate facili-
ty/energy managers, architects,
engineers, and local residents who
are interested in learning more
about energy-efficient technolo-
gies to hear experts talk about
retrofitting buildings with energy
efficient lighting and controls and
mechanical systems in a free one-
day event. Experts will talk about
cogeneration/micro-turbines, geot-
hermal, solar energy, performance
contracting, and local energy sav-
ing initiatives. The event provides
5.0 continuing education units to
New York State-registered archi-
tects and engineers. Hear presen-
ters at Bronx Community College
in Colston Hall Lower Level on
Friday, October 22, 2004 from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Continental breakfast and
lunch will be available free of
charge PRE-REGISTRATION
IS REQUIRED.
Please call (845) 331-2238.
Registration information is avail-
able on line at http://energysmar-
t a m e r i c a . o r g / s e m i -
nars/10222004_BronxNY_ETS.ht
m
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T h e S t u d y
A n I n t e r v i e
(Conducted and transcribed bv Fernando Lopez)
A b r o a d
w w i t h
E x p e r i
a n y A .
e n c e :
G u a b
My name is Dany A.Guaba and I am abusiness adminis-
tration major with a manage-
ment option. I participated
in Hunter College's Spanish
in Spain session two pro-
gram of the Study Abroad
Program.
I chose to participate in
the Study Abroad Program
because, by doing so, I
would satisfy my dream of
traveling and getting to
know about cultures.
I decided to study in
Spain, a country rich in his-
tory, mainly because of the
program offered, which was
Spanish literature. It is a
subject I'm extremely pas-
sionate for, and studying it in
the country where writers
like Cervantes, Lope de Vega
and Federico Garcia Lorca
were born was a dream come
true for me. Plus, I heard
they had really good profes-
sors (which, by the way is
totally true). They have
incredible professors there.
I stayed in Madrid for
exactly one month, from
June 30 to July 30, 2004.
The academic experience
in Madrid was wonderful. I
had a great professor, who is
very passionate about litera-
ture, and he taught us a lot
about contemporary Spanish
literature and Spanish litera-
ture from the Golden
Century. My classmates and
I were eager to learn. Unlike
me, most of my classmates
were Spanish majors. I had
to catch up with their knowl-
edge in literature, and so I
did. At the end, I received
one of the top grades in my
class.
Every day we had discus-
sions. The classroom was
always divided into two: the
ones in favor of the ones
against certain situations in
certain novels. We were
required to read six novels
and make four papers. My
favorite assignment was cre-
ating a short story about any
mysterious character and let-
ting our imaginations flow.
(In this one, I obtained the
top grade.).
A typical day for me was
to go to class, which started
at 8 am and ended at 11.30
am. Then, afterwards, I
would go with my friends to
a restaurant, then we would
go to Parque del Retiro, a
huge and gorgeous park in
the center of the city) to
study, or we hung around
Plaza Mayor, Puerta del Sol
(the main commercial street
where we also meet on
weekend nights to go to
clubs), or we would just
walk around the city for
hours (often from noon to 8
pm).
I also had plenty of time
The highlights of my
trip I would say were the
opportunity of learning
Spanish literature and
interacting with a culture
much different from mine.
off from study to explore
Madrid with my new friends.
Every day after class we
would go to some of the
city's top attractions. Plus,
included in the program,
were two tours of Madrid
and each Saturday a visit to a
different city. I visited
Segovia, Toledo and
Salamanca.
Most of the time that we
had off, however, I was
hanging out with my new
friends around the city. But
e v e r y
now and
then I had
the oppor-
tunity to
go shop-
ping by
m y s e l f ,
and to go
to parks and museums. We
went to the Salvador Dali
(my favorite artist) exhibi-
tion at the contemporary art
museum, and that was spec-
tacular. We learned immedi-
ately how to get around
Madrid easily. The subway
stations were similar to those
in New York, but a lot clean-
er.
My interaction with the
Spanish people overall was
great. I'm Dominican so I
know the language, but their
customs are so much differ-
ent from ours. Sometimes it
was hard understanding
them. At the beginning my
friends and I felt kind of dis-
criminated for being tourists,
but I ended up understanding
that not everyone is alike and
that some people can be very
protective of their country.
My interaction with my
fellow students could not
have been better. We were a
group of 25-35 students. We
all went out together most of
the time. We made sure that
we were all OK. And today
we still have communica-
tion. After we were back
from Spain, we had two
reunions at a local restaurant,
and we are planning on a
third one before
Thanksgiving.
One of the best parts of
this trip for me was that I
never thought of meeting so
many good friends. The
h i g h -
lights of
my trip I
w o u l d
say were
t h e
opportu-
nity of
learning Spanish literature
and interacting with a culture
much different from mine.
Meeting new people and, of
course, going to so many
beautiful places that are
actually breathtaking, for
example, El Alcazar, a castle
located in Segovia where
Queen Isabel, the Catholic,
and King Fernando lived is
unforgettable. I also remem-
ber that the Segovian aque-
duct is gorgeous. It is the
oldest Roman aqueduct in
existence. Virtually every-
place we went we were
taught .the history and myth
involved,
I really encourage BCC
students to participate. The
Study Abroad Program is a
once-in-a-lifetime experi-
ence. I was able to meet stu-
dents from other colleges in
the United States, as well as
from other colleges from
around the world. For exam-
ple, I met students from
upstate New York, South
Carolina, France, Poland and
Brazil.
Hopefully, I can study
internationally again. I
would love to go to other
countries to learn about other
countries. Who knows,
maybe next year, I can par-
ticipate in another Study
Abroad Program. But right
now, I'm focused on gradu-
ating next semester.
Tasha Vega also attended the study abroad
program in Madrid
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A Glossary of College Terms; Part II
By Edwin Roman.
Mr. Roman is the new Transfer and Articulation Adviser at the Transfer Center (now located in the Roscoe Brown Student Center in room 302)
who will he contributing a monthly article on college and career exploration.
Part I of the Glossary can be found in the October 6th edition of The Communicator.
Grade Point Average (GPA): A
system for evaluating the overall
scholastic performance of students.
Grades arc often measured on a four-
point scale in which an "A" equals four
points and a "B" equals three points,
etc. These are called grade points. Total
points are found by mult iplying the
number of credits for a course by the
student's grade point. A student's GPA
is found by dividing the sum of grade
points by the number of course credits.
Graduate: A person who receives
a certificate, degree or diploma from a
school.
Graduate Assistant (GA): A GA
helps a professor wi th research or
works for an academic department.
GAs usua l ly receive a salary and
reduced t u i t i o n . See Teaching
Assistant.
Graduate Record Examination
(GRF,): A test often used to determine
el ig ib i l i ty for graduate school (admin-
istered by the Educational Testing
Service).
Graduate Student: A student who
has earned a bachelor's degree and is
working on an advanced degree such as
a master's or doctorate.
Grant: Financial aid based on stu-
dent need; it is not repaid.
Greek Organizations: Student
organizations named by Greek letters.
These organizations may be academic,
social or charitable. Members of social
Greek organizations (such as fraterni-
ties and sororities) frequently live
together in a "Greek House."
Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL):
See Federal Stafford Loan.
Higher Education: Sec
Postsecondary Education.
Honoraries: Organizations to
which students are nominated for
membership based on high grades, out-
standing school service or both.
Mousing: Living arrangements for
students at colleges or private second-
ary schools.
Ident i f ica t ion Card ( I D ) : Card
issued to identify a student. IDs arc
often required for meal plans, borrow-
ing library books or for admission to
college-sponsored activities.
Independent College: A college or
other school that is supported with pri-
vate money, but not supported finan-
cial ly by the state. Some independent
colleges have a religious affil iation or
are single-gender schools.
Independent Study: Studying a
subject for credit without regular class-
room instruction. This may refer to on-
campus courses that you take inde-
pendently, or through distance educa-
t ion. See Distance Education,
Correspondence Course.
Individual ized Major: See
Student-designed Major.
Informational Interview: A meet-
ing with an experienced person to gain
knowledge or understanding. This can
be used to f ind out about a job or
career, such as the training and respon-
sib i l i ty involved.
Ins t i tu t ion: In the education field,
this is usually a school, college or uni-
versity.
Instructor: A non-tenured teacher
at a college. See Tenure.
Intercollegiate: Any competition
or activity taking place between differ-
ent colleges.
Interdisciplinary: Programs or
courses using knowledge from two or
more academic areas. See Discipline.
Internship: Experience gained by
students working at jobs on or off cam-
pus. Students get practical experience
in their area of study.
Intramural Sports: Athletic activi-
ties between a school's students.
Job Shadowing: Time spent with
someone who is at work. This time is
used to better understand what people
do in their job.
Junior College: See Community
College.
Language House: A student resi-
dence where a foreign language is stud-
ied and spoken.
Liberal Arts: A school or course of
study which focuses on developing stu-
dents' general knowledge and reason-
ing ability instead of specific career
training; the result is often considered
to be a well-rounded, general education
in the arts and sciences.
Loan: Financial aid that must be
repaid, with interest, after a student
leaves college.
Major: A focused area of study.
Students take many classes in their
' major, gain specialized knowledge .and
earn a degree in that area.
Master's Degree: An advanced
college degree earned after a bachelor's
degree, usually taking at least two
years for a full-time student to com-
plete.
Matriculate: To register or enroll
in a college.
Mentor: A person who gives
advice, guidance and help.
Minor: An area of interest studied
at the same time as a major. It is rarely
in the same department as a major and
requires fewer classes than a major.
Nontransferable Degree: A
degree, often an associate's, which can-
not be counted as credit toward more
education. Sec Transferable Degree.
Occupational Outlook: A predic-
tion of future job openings in specific
career fields.
Occupational Training: Education
and training to prepare for a particular
occupation.
Office Hours: In education, hours
set aside by an instructor to meet with
students.
Ombudsperson: In education, a
person who acts on behalf of students
and others in the college community
who have difficulties with the college.
On-the-job Training: Training
provided for employees while they are
teaming a job; the employee creates a
product or provides a service while
being trained.
Open Admission Policy (Open
Door Policy): Admission policy in
which anyone with a high school diplo-
ma or its equivalent can take classes.
See Rol l ing Admission, Selective
Admission.
Orientation: Programs to help
new students and parents get to know a
college. Orientation usually takes
place before or at the beginning of the
academic year.
Part-time Student: A student
enrolled in a number of course credits
that are less than full time. Usually, this
is less than 12 credits a semester.
Pell Grant: See Federal Pell
Grant.
Ph.D.: See Doctorate.
Philanthropy: An effort to donate
time and/or money to others. A philan-
thropic organization may donate
money or service to organizations and
individuals.
Portfolio: A file of materials creat-
ed by a student that displays and
explains skills, talents, experiences and
knowledge gained throughout life.
Portfolios are often used when apply-
ing for a job.
Postsecondary Education:
Education after high school at a public,
independent, technical, community or
junior college or university.
Pre-admission Summer Program:
College programs offered to freshmen
before fall classes. Courses may be
skill-building or regular college class-
es.
Preliminary Scholastic
Assessment Test/National Merit
Scholarship Qualifying Test
(PSAT/NMSQT): A high school test
that measures critical reading, writing
and math -skills and prepares students
for the SAT I.
Preprograms: Course sequences
for undergraduate students to prepare
for graduate work in the same area.
Examples include pre-law and pre-
medicine.
Prerequisite: Beginning class
(usually required) that prepares stu-
dents for a more advanced class.
Private College: See Independent
College.
Probation: Academic status of stu-
dents whose GPA falls below a mini-
mum level (this varies from school to
school).
Professor: A teacher at a college
(often tenured). See Tenure.
Program: Set of required courses
for a degree in a major area of study.
Proprietary Schools: Colleges that
operate as profit-making institutions.
These colleges provide students with
training in specific career fields.
Prospectus: A booklet of general
information about a college or pro-
gram.
Provost: A college's chief academ-
ic officer. A provost often reports
directly to the president of a college or
university.
Public College: College or other
school supported by the state; the state
pays part of the school's operating
costs.
Quad: A group of four residence
halls or academic buildings.
Quarter: A calendar used by some
colleges. The quarter school year is
broken down into four periods, each
lasting 10 to 12 weeks.
Reading Days: Days between the
end of classes and beginning of final
exams to be used to prepare for final
exams.
Registrar: Person (or office) in a
college who manages class schedules
and academic records.
Registration: Officially enrolling
in classes for the upcoming grading
period.
Religious Affiliation: Private col-
leges associated with religious organi-
zations.
Remedial Course: A course that
teaches basic skills needed to succeed
in college courses. These skills are
often in the general areas of math, writ-
ing, reading, etc.
Requirements: A set of conditions
that must be met in order to do some-
thing, such as be accepted to a college,
complete a degree, etc.
Residence Hall (Dormitory): A
campus building where students live.
Food service, social and educational
activities are provided. Some colleges
require students to live in residence
halls for a certain amount of time.
Residency Requirements: 1) Most
colleges require that students spend a
certain amount of time on campus tak-
ing classes or living on campus. 2) This
term can also mean the minimum
amount of time a student must live in
the state to pay in-state tuition, which
(for public colleges) is lower than the
tuition paid by out-of-state students.
Resident Assistant (RA): A trained
student who lives in a dormitory to
coordinate programs and activities.
RAs may also help students with prob-
lems in the dorm or counsel students
about campus difficulties.
Rolling Admission: Schools with
this admission practice accept applica-
tions throughout the year and decide
whether or not to admit students as
soon as they receive the required mate-
rials. Sec Open Admission, Selective
Admission.
Room and Board: The cost for liv-
ing in residence halls or other campus
housing (room) and receiving meals
from the housing food service (board).
SAT I: See Scholastic Assessment
Test I.
SAT II Subject Tests: See Subject
Area Tests.
Satisfactory Academic Progress:
Completion of courses according to
school standards. Satisfactory academ-
ic progress must be shown to receive
financial aid and continue in school.
School-to-Work: An effort to pro-
vide al l students high-level skills for
the future and connect their education
to the work world.
Scholarship: Financial aid award-
ed for academic and other achieve-
ments (music, athletics, etc.).
Scholarships are gift aid and do not
have to be paid back.
Scholastic Assessment Test I
(SAT I): A standardized admission test
published by the College Board. Some
colleges use SAT I to determine admis-
sion eligibility. Sec Standardized
Admissions Tests.
Selective Admission Policy: An
admission policy in which a college
only admits -Continued on page 17
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IT'S A WOMAN'S WORLD
By Tamara Jones
Is your youngster using alcohol or drugs? The following list of symptoms could help you identify abuseproblems in time to start the recovery process and avoid the often tragic consequences of untreateddependency.
1. Mood Swings: Most mood-altering drugs (and that includes alcohol) produce extremes, going from
euphoria one moment to depression the next; from being passive and withdrawn to a quick shift to anger and
hostility.
2. Personality Changes: A usually energetic and outgoing youngster becomes depressed and uncommu-
nicative, and may lose interest in personal hygiene and appearance.
3. Defensiveness: Blames others for his problems or feels persecuted or victimized.
4. Overly Emotional: Inappropriately happy, depressed, hostile or angry.
5. Overly Self-Centered: Must have his way and will do anything to get it.
6. Manipulative: Gets others to handle his problems or assume the consequences of his behavior.
7. Withdrawal from Familiar Routines: Avoids family activities, celebrations and school events, and
shifts from long-time friends to new ones.
8. School Problems: An increasing pattern of tardiness and absences, failure to do assignments, lowered
grades and disputes with teachers and classmates.
9. Anxious Behavior: Can show up as chronic jittery or uneven movements.
NOTE: Some of these symptoms may indicate other problems such as clinical depression and juvenile dia-
betes. Have your child's doctor do a full examination to determine if her or his behavior is caused by anything
other than substance abuse.
(My thanks to Doug Tieman, president and CEO of the Caron Foundation, a not-for-profit organization focusing on helping
people deal with alcohol and drug abuse, for providing the above-noted material.)
Write to Tamara Jones in care of King Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or send an e-mail
to letters.kfws@hearstsc.com.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd., Inc.
Walk-In MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARDin
The Communicator's
December Issue!
November! thru January 14
"TheSchool ofOpportunities"
7ia260,550Q
For Information call or check out our website at
www.citytech.cuny.edu
Offering courses at the baccalaureate and/or associate level in
computer technologies, ho|pAality (culinary) and business,
architecture and engineering tecnnologies, public services, health-
related fields, liberal arts and sciences.
New York City College of Technology
T H E C I T Y U N I V E R S I T Y O F N E W Y O R K
300 Jay street * Brooklyn, NY 11201
Beat the rush
and submit your
story, essay, poem, classified, or
letter to the editor.
December Issue Story Deadline
Monday, November 15, 2OO4
Submissions should be emailed as
Word attachments to
Communicator@bcc.cuny.edu.
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ip Hop E n c o u r a g i n g Y o u n g V o t e r s
It's depressing hearing that onlyhalf of the young populationfrom the age of 18 to 30 were
registered to vote in the 2000 elec-
tion, and less than that were active
at the polls. Due to increasing con-
cern of the war on Iraq, an unstable
declining job market, and a
decrease in benefits, such as educa-
tional aid and quality healthcare,
the hip hop community has come
together to promote the importance
of youth voters. Hip hop, which has
a significant presence worldwide
and is known for reaching millions
of young adults with its music,
fashion, cars and jewelry, made a
move across the U.S. to bring the
42 million eligible youth voters,
who are known as the "forgotten
ones," to the polls this year.
Russell Simmons, the hip hop
mogul, fashion designer of Phat
Farm and chairperson of the Hip
Hop Summit Action Network, had
a mission to educate America's
youth on the voting process.
Simmon's Hip Hop Summit Action
By Jenise DeCasseres
Network is a non-partisan, non- "Vote or Die,
profit and national coalition of hip
hop artists, entertainment industry
leaders, education advocates, civil
rights proponents, and youth lead-
ers. HSAN took a 10-month bus
tour that started on October 1, 2004
in Washington D.C., to help reach
the young adults, especially in
urban and minority communities
(which were predicted to be deter-
minative or not really contributing
to this year election results) to step
was established to
"educate, motivate and empower"
the 42 million qualified voters that
were accountable for 25 percent of
the voting population. P. Diddy
stated that his mission was "to
make voting hot, sexy and relevant
advertise the latest threads and
sneakers to wake up America's
young adults to become politically
conscious and active.
Citizen Change has formed its
own campaign, the "Coalition of
the Willing," which includes one of
to a generation that hasn't reached hip hop's greatest artist Jay-Z, well-
full participation in the political known actors Leonardo DiCaprio
process." and Jamie Foxx, Ellen DeGeneres,
The slogan "Vote or Die" Ashton Kutcher, rapper 50 Cent,
describes the alarming issues r&b singer Mary J. Blige, and
affecting our communities, which, actress Drew Barrymore. Their
up and have a voice in the Bush and according to Citizen Change, "truly goal was to appeal to the youth and
Kerry election. These two buses
that were on tour were filled with
hip hop artists, celebrities and
activists.
The slogan "Vote or Die"
describes the alarming issues
affecting our communities.
Working with the Hip Hop
Summit Action Network, Sean "P.
Diddy" Combs' (non-partisan, non-
profit, national organization)
Citizen Change, whose slogan was
have become a matter of life or
death." It is also said that the "for-
gotten ones" will not be able to sur-
vive in society if the issues of
unemployment, deteriorating edu-
cation and termination of quality
healthcare continue to be of least
concern. P. Diddy utilized the same
marketing strategies that influence
millions of listeners and hip hopers
to purchase the latest fashions and
music to increase registered voters.
His approach was to use the same
influential hip hop leaders who
encourage more to become voters
on November 2nd. Along with
tours to college campuses and
numerous communities, MTV,
BET, and Clear Channel television
stations were also helping to spread
"Vote or Die" messages to the air-
waves.
Stay tuned to the December
issue to see how all these cam-
paigns to get youth voters to the
polls fared in the November 2nd
election.
WRITING WORKSHOPS AT
THE WRITING CENTER
LOCATED IN PHILOSOPHY HALL LOWER LEVEL 718-289-5279
BECOME A BETTER WRITER AND LEARNER BY COMJNG TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING WORKSHOPS
NOVEMBER
MONDAY NOVEMBER
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 2nd
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 3rd
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 4*
TUESDAY NOVEMBER
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 11*
MONDAY NOVEMBER 15th
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 16th
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 18th
TUESDAY NOVEMBER 23*
FINDING A RESEARCH QUESTION
FINDING A RESEARCH QUESTION
NOTE TAKING
SUMMARIZING, PARAPHRASING
AND QUOTING
SUMMARISING PARAPHRASING
AND QUOTING
PRESENT PROGRESSIVE "ING"
VERBS AND GERUNDS
MLA/APA DOCUMENTATION
MLA/APA DOCUMENTATION
TIGHTENING BRIGHTENING
SHARPENING/Revising and Developing
INTRODUCTORY PARAGRAPHS
SIMPLE PAST/ IRREGULAR VERBS
6:00-7:30PM
12:00-1:30PM &
6:00-7:30PM
6:00-7:30PM
1 2:00-1 :30PM
1 0:30-1 2:OOPM
1 2:00-1 :30PM
6:00- 7:30PM
1 2:00-1 :30PM&
4:00-5:30PM
1 2:00-1 :30PM
1 0:30-1 2:30PM&
4:00-5:3QPM
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Rock the Vote/Club Day Fall Festival Hits Campus
By Vladimir Mates
On Thursday, October 7th,our college celebratedone of its most important
events of the year. The Rock the
Vote/Club Day Fall Festival tried
to accomplish two goals at once.
These were, first, to get those who
are eligible to register to vote,
and, second, to give the students
an opportunity to get to know the
clubs that exist here on campus.
To do this, NYPIRG, in conjunc-
tion with the Student Activities
Department and the Student
Government Association (SGA),
had to find a special way to
emphasize these important issues.
The event featured food,
games, and music provided by
Chito, DJ Jay Fdez, DJ Carl Blaze
(of Power 105.1), Baby Blaze and
the rock band Donathen. There
was hip-hop, r&b, and hard rock
(criticizing the president). It was
an event full of entertainment. On
the North Quad (of the campus
lawn), games were set up, which
included basketball, joust, and
sumo. There was a special lunch
that was served by members of
SGA. Students flocked to this
event like bees swarming for
sugar. It was practically filled to
capacity. One could tell that
everyone was having fun.
The clubs were neatly placed
along the walkway between
Roscoe Brown Student Center
and Gould Memorial Library.
The clubs had tables set up with
their officers and some members
to present, especially to freshmen,
what their
club issues
and goals
are. Some
clubs even
had presen-
t a t i o n
boards that
r e a l l y
attracted viewers' eyes. The stu-
dents seemed really inter-
ested in the extracurricular
activities that BCC has to
offer. The goal was to get
people acquainted with the
different clubs that may
arouse their interests.
NYPIRG was also a major
contributor to this Fall Festival.
Their goal was to register 500
BCC students for voting by the
October 8th New York state dead-
line. NYPIRG is happy to report
that they surpassed their goal and
registered 528 students to vote in
this election, which is the amount
President Bush won by in the
state of Florida. Grace O'Toole
notes, "We want to be part of a
special event where we get stu-
dents interested in these very
i m p o r t a n t
e l e c t i o n s .
We wanted
to make
s o m e
n o i s e . "
L o u r d e s
C a r r a s c o
stated, "We
are trying to get a lot of people to
vote and make them understand
that numbers really do count."
The push by various organiza-
tions around the country has
resulted in a record number or
newly registered voters. It seems,
at least on the surface, that many
people are really paying close
attention to this election and
intend to vote.
The Rock the Vote/Club Day
Fall Festival was a memorable
event. Everyone seems to agree
that the objectives set out for the
day were met with great success.
Hopefully, students have become
more familiar with BCC and have
taken the time to pay attention to
the important issues of these elec-
tions. With any luck, students
have come away more aware of
all the options they have at their
disposal.
"See the World of Technology at
City Tech's Open House'
Sunday, November 14, 2004 • 1:00-3:00pm
Klitgort Center • 28S Jay St. Brooklyn, HY 11201
718.260.5500 • 1877.HYC.HCH
www. citytech. cuny. tdu
Exciting career degree programs
• Learn about financial aid
Meet faculty, staff and students
NEW YORK CITY COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
T H E C I T Y U N I V E R S I T Y O F N E W Y O R K
Otftctwi 10 City Tech
Sutw*y WO A.C.F to Jay Strwl/ftxougft Haft. IRT 2,3,45 to Borough HAH, BAIT M.R to tawenct Si
But 657.685.669.875 »nd bum to Downtown Brooktyn
Noted Author to Speak in
Gould Memorial Library
Auditorium
Edward P. Jones will be visiting ourcampus on Thursday, December 2,2004 between 10:00- 11:30 a.m. in
Gould Memorial Library Auditorium.
A recent recipient of a Catherine T.
MacArthur Foundation Grant, Mr. Jones is
the author of The Known World, which has
received the Pulitzer Prize for fiction. He has
also written Lost in the City, a collection of
short stories that will serve as the basis for
this year's writing contest.
As part of the Center for Teaching
Excellence week, student essays will be
solicited and prizes will be awarded at a Gala
Luncheon Reception during Center for
Teaching Excellence week, November 29 -
December 3, 2004.
Lost in the City is available at the BCC
bookstore. Copies will also be available on
electronic reserve, under CTE-WAC, in the
BCC library.
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My Cry For Freedom
By Michael D. Florence
As \ stand here in front of youtoday, decades after the illustri-ous Dr. Mar t in Luther King
recited his memorable speech entitled "I
Have A Dream," I spend a moment
reflecting on what \ remember from that
historic day when brother Martin stood
in the l ight of the great statue of
President Abraham Lincoln and impart-
ed to us his vision. \ remember being in
the midst of the crowd. I could feel the
unity of mil l ions of people with the
sound of only one heartbeat. As Dr. King
spoke \ felt the emotions building up
from my feet then lodging itself in my
throat, leaving me unable to swallow,
leaving me breathless. Fighting back the
tears of my emotions 1 focused on his
words from beginning to end. And as he
concluded with those historic words
"Free at last, free at last, thank God
almighty we are free at last," I was sud-
denly emptied and yet my heart filled
with hope as I saw a light shine above
him. It was as if I could see his ascension
into heaven.
In the years after that historic
moment 1 reflect back and ponder. Were
the mere mortals that stood in his light
on that day able to ful ly understand the
meaning of his words? For as I think of
the conditions in which the majority of
my brothers and sisters still live today, I
have to ask myself were the words of
Mart in Luther King an unfu l f i l l ed
prophecy or truly just a dream? Because,
still today, his people are not free. There
was no parting of the Red Sea, no great
Exodus out of Egypt. The mighty hand
of our God did not swallow up Pharaoh's
armies. So we are still captive. Not in
Egypt, but in a society which has clever-
ly sought out ways in which to deny us
the fulfillment of his dream for freedom.
So I ask this question, what is freedom?
Can someone tell me what is freedom?
Don't refer to Webster's Third New
International Dictionary, 1st row on
page 906 and recite to me the dictionary
definition. But rather, in your own
words, from your heart, define "free-
dom." It's sad to think for the majority of
us it takes a definition placed in a book,
a book that most of us never see, to
define what our inalienable rights as
human beings should be. Do not be
ashamed of your ignorance if you are
one of those people who cannot. We are
the untaught bastards of a nation that has
not nurtured or conditioned us to com-
prehend the concept of true freedom. If
we must though define freedom, then let
us say it is the opposite of what we are.
"In your own words,
from your heart,
define "Freedom."
There are those amongst us who
would argue that we as a race have made
great strides and freedom has been
granted. Granted by the Civil rights acts
of the 19th century, by Emancipation
Proclamation and by desegregation. I
say to you they are blinded by the clever
deceptions of their new masters. The
plantations of the South have become
the ghettoes of the North. Holding us
hostage with the whips of unemploy-
ment and low-cost housing. Wearing the
hood of "Affirmative Action," some-
thing concocted to benefit the minority,
only to have our would-be masters open
their borders to other nations, grant them
citizenship and make them the new
minority. This is our freedom.
Freedom of education. For educa-
tion that was once free to all until blacks
students became the ruling majority in
our cities colleges and universities
prompting these same displaced masters
to institute tuition for the first time in
over 100 years. This is our freedom.
Freedom to travel. We travel our nation's
highways with the added stress of know-
ing we could be stopped at any time for
the simple reason we are driving while
under the influence "DWB" — yes, driv-
ing while black. This is our freedom.
While our people make up only 12.9%
of our nation's population, we represent
more than 50% of the population incar-
cerated in our nation's jails and prisons.
More alarming is that with each year that
passes those same numbers increase at a
staggering proportion to the rest of the
population. There are more of our peo-
ple incarcerated in prison than striving
for knowledge in colleges and universi-
ties. And every year our government
allocates funds to build more prisons
than schools to teach or children
Am I free tonight? The verifiable
evidence of injustice against our people
is masked by the media that would have
you believe that all is well in America
tonight The same media that either
depicts us as savage drug dealers or bil-
lionaire talk-show hosts, murderers and
hoodlums or high-flying athletes, giving
us a false impression of where the
majority of our people of color live
today. Divide and conquer. The best
ways to overcome your enemy is too
have them defeat themselves So, yes, we
have been carefully conditioned to
believe by the minor success stories
force-fed to us that we have arrived. So
far be it for me to inform all of you that,
in fact, we never really left the planta-
tion. We sti l l have those slaves privi-
leged to work in the main house while
others toil underneath the blazing sun
and feel the constant lashing of the inhu-
man overseer. Just open your eyes and
you will see.
But I say to you all hope is not lost,
as long as we can rise above the indig-
nation and oppressive acts of those who
would enslave us. As long as we can
unify, not just our families, but also our
race, we wil l rise. As long as we can
extend a helping hand to one of our
brothers or our sisters, we will rise. As
long as we begin to break the chains of
submission that have left us hopeless,
impoverished and uneducated and once
again pick up the banner for freedom,
we will rise. For once "your eyes have
seen the glory of the coming of the
Lord" there is no turning back. Once you
have sided with the might of the right-
eous there is no enemy that can remain
standing before you. So, once again, my
brothers and sisters, pick up freedom's
hammers and take them to your homes,
to your jobs, to your churches and march
as we once did with King. Fulfill his
dream by becoming truly and forever
"free at last."
Michael Florence was a student in
an English 11 section taught hy
Professor Bibi Baksh in spring 2004.
"Caution!" Harlem
Under Major
Construction!!!
By Nyron Chin-Sang
Harlem. New York, is undergoinga major economic transforma-tion from a low socioeconomic
community to a much-improved neigh-
borhood. However, there is a heated
debate over who should lead Harlem to
economic prosperity, the community's
African American entrepreneurs or cor-
porate projects. The purpose of this
research seeks to explore whether cor-
porate developments or black entrepre-
neurs have signif icantly strengthened
the economically depressed African
American community in upper
Manhattan. While this issue has ignited
controversy throughout New York City,
retail as developments such as Starbucks
and Pathmark are expanding business in
Harlem. With this economic frenzy, res-
idents are worried about their communi-
ty's future.
The concerned residents of Harlem
have legitimate apprehension about their
community's future, if small mom and
pop shops are driven out by big busi-
ness. Advocates worry about the com-
munity's heritage and who will shape
Harlem's future — Billie Holiday and
Duke Ellington, or Mickey Mouse and
Starbucks (Who Owns Harlem).
Activists also complain that most of
Harlem's projects are benefiting white
developers and out-of-town firms, like
the Walt Disney Co., rather than black
entrepreneurs. They're concerned that
these projects will not solve Harlem's
most serious problems: a lack of high-
paying jobs, a high unemployment rate,
extra homeless shelters and drug treat-
ment centers
The first concern that large compa-
nies will wipe out small business in
Harlem like the Lenox Lounge and Pan
Pan's is probably unlikely to happen.
These businesses will have loyal cus-
tomers over and over again. Big busi-
ness will not affect many black estab-
lishments that have generational cus-
tomers. Stores such as Pathmark will
create convenient service for everyone
in the community rather than eliminat-
ing small businesses. In fact, 60 percent
of Harlem's money is spent outside the
neighborhood (Economy's A Train).
Government planners estimate that $1
billion is lost in retail sales to other dis-
tricts. Joseph Wardally is one of many
residents of Harlem who used to drive
25 miles to New Jersey to go to the
supermarket before Pathmark arrived on
125th Street. Corporate projects have
benefited Harlem by keeping business
within the community, money that can
be recycled back to the community to
assist black entrepreneurs.
Many worry about Harlem's
strong, affluent heritage and its historic
buildings that date back to the Harlem
Renaissance that could be destroyed.
But with businesses such as Sylvia's, the
queen of soul food that's crowded every
night with tourists, the Harlem legacy
and culture will survive. It may be sur-
prising, but Harlem is the number one
requested place in New York to visit by
tourists, not the Empire State Building.
The New York Landmarks Preservation
Commission (NYLPC) protects Harlem
historic buildings and landmarks.
Small's Paradise, a once prestigious
black-owned nightclub of the renais-
sance that featured performers like Cab
Calloway and pianist Charlie Johnson, is
being preserved by NYLPC. Currently,
Dr. Reginald Manning, an African
American orthopedic surgeon, and other
investors are planning to reopen Small's.
They're concerned that
these projects will not
solve Harlem's most seri-
ous problems
Many pose the question, how do
hometown black entrepreneurs benefit
from big corporate projects like the
HMV music store? The answer lies with
government and private banks being
willing to invest money in Harlem if
companies like Walt Disney and the
New York Sports Club are setting up
shop in what's perceived as "the best
known slum" (The Gentrification of
Harlem). Government has distributed
$550 million in loans, grants, and feder-
al tax credits. For example, Alvin Reed,
the owner of Lenox Lounge, was assist-
ed by low-interest government loans.
The loan was money for necessary reno-
vation to keep the Lenox Lounge open
for business.
The arrival of Harlem's mall and
Pathmark w i l l create over 500 needed
jobs (Who Owns Harlem?). Also, with
the Home Depot and Costco projects in
construction, Harlem's largest venture
will create 2,000 jobs in the community
(Economy's A Train). This approach wil l
reduce the unemployment rate by a con-
siderable amount and even create high-
paying positions like marketing man-
agers, store managers, and even general
and district managers. It is just a matter
of time before more drug-treatment cen-
ters and homeless shelters are created to
aid the people who need them.
Who is responsible for revitalizing
Harlem? Corporate ventures have creat-
ed this much-needed economic boom in
Harlem and have strengthened Harlem's
economy. Big business has started a rev-
olution in Harlem, what many would
consider the rebirth of a second Harlem
Renaissance. However, African
American entrepreneurs will play a
major role in working along with these
companies and other black businesses to
conserve Harlem's historic character. Do
you really think that corporate projects
will wreck Harlem? "Nobody's gonna
ruin Harlem. Anybody who spends
money is green as far as a cash register
is concerned" (Who Owns Harlem).
This is the type of attitude entrepreneurs
should have because there will be times
of trials and tribulations. Nevertheless,
opportunities such as Small's will pres-
ent themselves for blacks who at present
feel left out.
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The Other Side of Africa
By Houleye Thiam
Iwas born in Mauri tania , West Africa. WhenI was growing up, I thought my continentand my country were the best in the world.
There may be many reasons for my opinions;
first, it may have been because I was young,
and I did not have any other country or conti-
nent to compare it with. The second reason
must have been because I was getting so much
love and cheering from my relatives, and my
extended family seemed to care and love me
even more than my direct parents. In Africa
there is a saying that "It takes a village to raise
a child." So, instead of just your parents strug-
gling to raise you up, in my country, everyone
contributes to making sure a child is safe and is
growing up in the norms of the society. Un l ike
America, in my country I would call my
father's brothers "Dad," and my mother's sis-
ters "Mom." They all acted just as if they were
my real parents, giving me the same love and
care my parents would give me.
When I was a teenager, studying the his-
tory and economy of the other countries and
continents in junior high school and above, I
came to find out that my continent was not as
advanced economically as I thought it was, and
that my favorite continent was called third
world by the Western countries, meaning less
advanced and poor.
After my graduation from high school, I
came to the United States in 2001. In America,
my first surprise was to sec that Americans
viewed my continent differently than I did. The
only image they had of Africa is that of hunger,
desperation, AIDS, wars, mass k i l l ings , homc-
lessncss, and so on. At first, I started blaming it
on the people who used to say it to me, and to
my fellow African brothers and sisters, but
then I realized that they were not really the
ones to blame.
I wondered days and nights where they
may have gotten this negative image of Africa.
Well, the only source of information they had
was the media, which is almost always associ-
ating the African image with that of hunger or
AIDS. Anytime I turn on the TV the only thing
I ever see about Africa is either war or people
dying of AIDS or hunger. I have never opened
a TV or a radio to see or hear the media say
anything positive about the African continent,
or if they do, it's insignificant, or too little to be
easily covered by the negative message.
I always wonder why the Western coun-
tries' media show this negative side of my con-
tinent, as if it did not have a positive one. What
interest do they have in always showing the
worse parts of Africa?
While I s t i l l do not have the answer to
my questions, I am here to inform my fellow
BCC students that all is not negative about
Africa, that although this continent is poor, it
has contributed one way or the other to the
progress of the Western countries. And, most
of all, Africa, is one of the few countries where
money is not the essence of everything and the
base of the all decision-making.
Africa is one of the few places where sol-
idarity, harmony and the care for one another
sti l l exist. Africa is the continent in which no
matter who you are, rich, or poor, high, middle
or lower class, there is almost always some
kind of help, some kind of support for you.
I could not finish this article without
quoting Cheikh Anta Diop, a Senegalese
researcher who has shown and proved with the
"Carbon 14" formula that the first man on
earth was an African, which means that we all
are somehow, someway linked to the mother-
land.
20CM Digital Rrt Exhibition
Come join us at the opening of the first annual
Digital Art Exhibition, showcasing student
works from the Art and Music Department.
The show opens Tuesday, Movember 9th, 12 - 2,
in the Hall of Fame Gallery, Bliss Hall 1st floor.
All are welcome; refreshments will be served.
The show runs through November ggnd.
"When my class got into an
intense deba
and my professor continued the discussion
after class, I knew that transferring to
Dominican College was the right choice."
Transferring colleges can be an intimidating experience. But if you're looking for a school with the kind of supportive
yet challenging learning environment that will help you achieve your goals, then you'ii feel right at home at
Dominican College.
Flexible accelerated, day/evening and weekend courses
Constant individualized attention
30 Bachelor's and Master's degree programs
Liberal transfer of credits
• Financial aid opportunities
• Corporate/hospital tuition deferment policy
• Small class sizes
Open House
Transfer students are invited to come learn more about our programs, scholarships, financial aid opportunities and
campus activities.
Wednesday, November 10th, 5:30 • 7:30 pm
Hennessy Center
470 Western Highway
Orangeburg, NY 10962
866-4DC-INFO
admissions@dc.edu
www.dc.edu
l^ ipX;! ITf More than an education...a relationship.
1 DOMINICAN
College
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New Report Finds that U.S. Criminal Justice System
is Unjust and Unfair to Latinos
Latinos are Disproportionately Incarcerated and Face Systemic Discriminatory Practices
Washington, DC - TheNational Council of LaRaza (NCLR), the
largest national Latino civil rights
organization in the U.S., released a
report today which found that
Hispanics are overrepresented in
the U.S. criminal justice system,
with Hispanic defendants impris-
oned three times as often as Whites
and detained before trial almost
twice as often as Whites, despite
being the least likely of all ethnic
groups to have a criminal history.
According to "Lost Opportunities:
The Reality of Latinos in the U.S.
Criminal Justice System,
"Hispanics represented 13% of the
U.S. population in 2000, but
accounted for 31% of those incar-
cerated in the federal criminal jus-
tice system. Latinos in the U.S.
have one chance in six of being
confined in prison during their life-
times.
"It is apparent that the criminal
justice system in this country is
neither fair nor just for Hispanics,"
said Janet Murguia, NCLR's
Executive Director and COO.
"Recent polls show that Latinos
care very much about protecting
public safety and fighting crime,
but they recognize that being tough
on crime is not always the same as
being smart on crime. Our commu-
nity is losing a whole generation of
people, and that is unacceptable.
What we need is a system that does
a better job of protecting public
safety without destroying lives and
wasting resources. Crime and jus-
tice issues are the new civil rights
issues of the 21st century."
"Lost Opportunities," co-
authored by NCLR, the Center for
Youth Policy Research (CYPR),
and Michigan State University's
(MSU) Office of University
Outreach & Engagement, is the
first comprehensive examination of
Latinos in every facet of the crimi-
nal justice system - from arrest to
sentencing, including juvenile jus-
tice. The analysis is based on data
from government sources, includ-
ing the Bureau of Justice Statistics
and the U.S. Census Bureau. "Lost
Opportunities" presents policy rec-
ommendations - including commu-
nity-based strategies that offer
alternatives to incarceration - for
addressing criminal justice issues
that affect Latinos and which pro-
vide models for states to replicate.
"This study conclusively doc-
uments the criminal justice sys-
tem's discriminatory practices
against the nation's largest and
fastest-growing minority popula-
tion," said Nancy E. Walker,
President and Senior Research
Fellow of CYPR and MSU adjunct
professor, and an author of the
report. "This indictment of the sys-
tem comes from the government's
own statistics. Our nation cannot
afford to ignore the compelling
case that these numbers make for
reforming our system. It would be
costly, both in human and mone-
tary terms, for us to proceed with
today's norm."
In "Lost Opportunities," the
authors found that the inequities
that Hispanics experience in the
criminal justice system stem from a
variety of factors: policy initia-
tives, such as "mandatory mini-
mum" sentencing, the "war on
drugs," and the "war on crime,"
that have caused incarceration rates
for low-level, nonviolent drug
offenses and immigration viola-
tions to skyrocket; systemic dis-
criminatory practices in law
enforcement and court proceedings
- such as over-criminalizing certain
behaviors and employing person-
nel who are, often, neither bilin-
gual nor culturally competent - that
lead to higher arrest and incarcera-
tion rates for Latinos; and even
damaging media portrayals that
fuel negative public perceptions
and prejudices of Latinos in gener-
al
Our community is los-
ing a whole generation of
people, and that is unac-
ceptable^
Other key findings about the
disparate treatment of Hispanics
include:
Latinos experience discrimi-
nation during arrest, prosecution,
and sentencing and are more likely
to be incarcerated than Whites
charged with the same offenses.
Problems at the arrest stage include
racial profiling and targeting poor-
er, "high crime" neighborhoods,
which impacts people of color.
Hispanics are disproportionately
represented by publicly-appointed
legal counsel, who are overworked
and underpaid. Of those defendants
found guilty in large state courts
from 1994 to 1998, 71% represent-
ed by public counsel were sen-
tenced to incarceration, as com-
pared to only 54% of defendants
with private attorneys. "Mandatory
minimums" result in sentences that
are too harsh for some nonviolent,
low-level offenders, and too often
courts do not make documents
available in Spanish or provide
translators when needed.
Latinos are disproportionately
charged with nonviolent, low-level
drug offenses. Although federal
health statistics show that per capi-
ta drug use rates between Whites
and minorities are remarkably sim-
ilar, Hispanics were arrested by the
Drug Enforcement Agency in 2001
at a rate nearly three times their
proportion in the general popula-
tion, and they accounted for nearly
half (43%) of the individuals con-
victed of drug offenses in 2000. As
incarceration for drug offenses
grew - from 16% in 1970 to 55% in
2002 - so did the Hispanic prison
population.
Latinos constitute the vast
majority of those arrested for
immigration violations. Arrests for
immigration offenses increased
610% over ten years - from 1,728
in 1990 to 12,266 in 2000. A grow-
ing list of more than 50 crimes -
including offenses considered mis-
demeanors under state law, such as
shoplifting or fighting at school -
can trigger deportation. Yet,
according to data from the Federal
Bureau of Prisons, U.S. citizens are
ten times more likely than immi-
grants to be incarcerated for violent
offenses.
Community-based alternatives
to incarceration for nonviolent,
low-level offenders would better
protect public safety, rehabilitate
offenders, reduce crime, and save
money. The most expensive - and
most common - option in the crim-
inal justice system for low-level,
nonviolent drug offenders is to
incarcerate them at an average
annual cost of about $23,500. The
alternatives to incarceration re-
commended in "Lost
Opportunities" include drug court,
outpatient drug treatment pro-
grams, and non-hospital residential
treatment; these reduce recidivism
and have annual average costs
under $4,617. A Rand Corporation
study found that for every dollar
spent on drug and alcohol treat-
ment, a state can save $7 in
reduced crime costs.
"We called this study 'Lost
Opportunities' for a reason," said J.
Michael Senger, Senior Staff
Attorney of CYPR and an author of
the report. "By relying too much on
prison as a one-size-fits-all solu-
tion, our country has failed to sep-
arate the low-level, nonviolent
offenders who can be rehabilitated
from the hardened criminals who
must be locked up. This is truly a
lost opportunity for us all - for the
individuals involved to become
productive citizens, for Latino
communities to draw strength from
of all of its members, and for our
nation as a whole to benefit from
the talent, labor, and taxes that
these people could potentially con-
tribute."
Success stories that the authors
point to as.jnodels for other states
include Texas, which saved nearly
$30 million in sending offenders to
a state drug program rather than to
jail , and California, where lawmak-
ers are considering closing one or
two women's prisons because of its
success in diverting more than
12,000 individuals from prison to
treatment programs. Texas drug
court participants had significantly
lower two-year recidivism rates for
arrest and incarceration. Of all eth-
nic groups, though, Hispanics are
the least likely to have the opportu-
nity to participate in substance
abuse prevention and treatment
programs.
"We have to look at the detri-
mental impact our approach to
criminal justice has on Latino
youth. The number of young
Hispanics in the justice system has
increased significantly, which has
frayed the social fabric of our com-
munity," said Francisco A.
Villarruel, MSU Office of
University Outreach &
Engagement Fellow and an author
of the report. "We need more com-
munity-based programs to help put
these young people on the path to
college rather than to prison."
Legislation to address the
problems with the criminal justice
system has gained bipartisan sup-
port in Congress. The "End Racial
Profiling Act of 2004" (H.R. 3847
and S. 2132) seeks to eliminate
racial profiling within law enforce-
ment agencies, and the "Second
Chance Act of 2004: Community
Safety through Recidivism
Prevention" (H.R. 4676 and S.
2789) would reduce recidivism by
ensuring that people returning from
prison get the training and treat-
ment services they need to hold
down jobs and become productive
members of society.
"Congress must act now to
pass pending legislation that would
reform and improve the criminal
justice system," said Janet
Murguia. "Reforms to eliminate
racial profiling and give people
returning from prison a second
chance would not only help
improve public safety, they would
go far in restoring the Latino com-
munity's trust and confidence in
our system of justice."
Key findings from "Lost
Opportunities: The Reality of
Latinos in the U.S. Criminal
Justice System" are posted on
NCLR's website (www.nclr.org).
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IS THERE SOMETHING
YOU HAVE BEEN MEANING
TO SAY?
Then,
English 19: Introduction to Journalism
is the course for you.
News stories,
feature stories,
editorials,
sports articles,
entertainment reviews:
Tell BCC what's on your mind.
You will automatically become part of
The Communicator team,
and you will get to see your writing in print.
When you leave BCC,
your resume will boast,
"I was a writer for The Communicator"
To learn more, call Andrew Rowan (Colston 612) at 718-289-5314 today for an
appointment to discuss registering for
English 19: Introduction to Journalism at BCC for spring 2004.
u g h
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Glossory Terms
(Continued from page 8)
From the Cave
By Freddy Nunez
students who meet certain require-
ments (sometimes referred to as
Competitive Admission Policy). See:
Open Admission, Rolling Admission.
Semester: Calendar system used
by some schools. Classes and grade
reports are divided into two periods,
each lasting about 15 weeks.
Standardized Admissions Tests:
These tests (such as ACT and SAT I)
are designed to measure knowledge
and skills and are used to predict
achievement in college. The test score
may be considered along with other
factors for admission to the college.
Student Activities: See
Extracurricular Activities.
Student Aid Report (SAR):
Summary of information that details a
family's Expected Family
Contribution (EFC) and financial aid
eligibility. Families receive this after
filling out a FAFSA.
Student Body: All students who
attend a particular school.
Student Center or Student Union:
A building on campus designed for a
variety of uses by students. A book-
store, dining facilities, administrative
offices, game rooms, etc. may be
located here.
Student-designed Major: At some
colleges, students can plan an individ-
ualized major. Such programs must be
approved by appropriate college
administrators.
Student Loan: See Federal
Stafford Loan.
Study Abroad: Programs in which
students go to college for some time in
another country while making regular
progress toward their diplomas or
degrees.
Subject Area Tests: Standardized
tests given by the American College
Testing Program or College Board in
specific high school subjects, such as
biology, foreign languages, etc.
Colleges look at these test scores when
making decisions about course place-
ment or admission to a specific pro-
gram. Many programs do not require
these tests.
Subsidized Loan: Loan based on
financial need in which borrower does
not pay all the interest. Usually, inter-
est is not charged until repayment
begins. See Unsubsidized Loan.
Support Services: Services pro-
vided by most colleges to help stu-
dents in areas such as academics, vet-
erans affairs, adult and special needs.
Teaching Assistant (TA): A grad-
uate student paid by the college to
teach undergraduate classes. A TA may
teach introductory classes, grade
papers or lead discussion sessions and
may also be called an Associate
Instructor.
Technical College: Colleges that
offer programs (usually two years or
less for full-time students) th^mepare
students for immediate empflJPfont or
transfer to a college or university
offering bachelor's degrees. The
emphasis at these colleges is usually
on hands-on training in a specific
career area. See Community College,
Non-transferable degree, transferable
degree.
Tenure: Guaranteed employment
status given to teachers and professors
after successful completion of certain
requirements within a certain time
period.
Trade: An occupation requiring
skilled labor, such as an electrician or
tool and die maker.
Transcript: The official record of
a student's educational progress; it
may include listings of classes, grades,
major area and degrees earned.
Transferable Degree: A degree,
usually an associate's, which can be
counted as credit toward more educa-
tion, such as a bachelor's degree, at the
same or different college. See
Nontransferable Degree, Transfer
Program.
Transfer Program: College pro-
gram that prepares students to com-
plete a degree at another college.
Junior, community and technical col-
leges often have transfer programs to
prepare students to continue their edu-
cation at colleges and universities
offering bachelor's degrees. Transfer
programs often award associate's
degrees.
Transfer Student: A student who
changes from one school to another.
Grades and credits from the first
school may or may not be counted at
the second. Schools may not accept all
the credits earned at another school.
Tuition: The cost of classes or
credits at a school.
Tutor: Experienced adults or stu-
dents who help others study a specific
subject.
Unconditional Admission:
Students who meet all of a school's
admission standards are given this sta-
tus.
Undergraduate: A college student
working on a bachelor's or associate's
degree or certificate.
University: A postsecondary
institution that has several colleges or
schools, grants undergraduate and
graduate degrees, and may have
research facilities. Universities are
more comprehensive than colleges,
although the two terms are often used
interchangeably.
Unsubsidized Loan: Loan in
which borrower is charged interest
immediately. See Subsidized Loan.
Upperclassperson: Student who is
a junior or senior but has not yet
received an undergraduate degree.
Vocational College: A school that
specializes in training for different
professions and skilled trades. See
Community College, Technical
College, Proprietary School.
Waiting List: A list of students
who will be admitted to a college only
if there, is space available. Students
placed on a waiting list are usually
notified if they are admitted, typically
in May or June.
Waiver: An exemption from nor-
mal procedures or requirements. For
example, to receive a "class waiver"
means not having to take a class.
Work-Study: A form of financial
aid in which students earn money by
working part time at their college.
Students apply for work-study by fill-
ing out the FAFSA. See Free
Application for Federal Student Aid.
The world today is a violentand cold place. Terror isevery-where, and the people
we look to help us, politicians,
police and other people in positions
of power, all seem to sometimes let
us down with their biased and self-
ish, short-sided views. Greed runs
the world, hate runs the world, and
fear runs the world. Sometimes I
wish I could just say, "Look up in
the sky. It's a bird, it's a plane, its
Superman," and have the day
saved for all of us. Wouldn't it be
nice to have someone who is of
pure moral virtue who could save
us from us? I found myself trying
to write a review of a book called
Superman: Red Sun by Mark
Millar. But instead I found myself
asking myself some questions
posed by the book. I asked myself,
what would I do if I could have the
power to save the world?
Ok, I'm not good at reviews
'cos, hey who am I, huh? All I can
tell you is Superman: Red Sun is
great. I liked it; check it out if you
want. I'll be going through some of
the story pretty soon in this col-
umn, so if you like what you hear,
then rock on go get it.
Superman: Red Son is an
other-world tale, telling the story
of what if Superman had landed in
Russia instead of America. The
superman in Red Son grows up a
Stalin-quoting Communist. He is
regarded by Stalin as his right-hand
man. He is the best weapon the
Soviets have against the capitalist
Americans. After the death of
Stalin Superman is appointed the
new leader of the Soviet Union and
takes it upon him self to CURE the
world of its problems: Crime is
eliminated, there is no war, and
other, than the U.S., the rest of the
world falls under the rule of the
man of steel. The flip side of that
is that Superman uses mind-control
devices to make people think the
way he wants.
I know to most of you
Superman is just a comic-book
character, but this story had me
thinking about the world around
me: how much I wish I could just
grab it and mold it. How bad I wish
I could just fly through the sky and
tell every leader to drop their
weapons. How I wish I could
destroy all evil, stop all madness
and save the world, like a hero who
wears a cape.
But what price would you pay
for Utopia? As the election rolls
near and we elect a president, I
wonder who is our Superman. Who
is trying their best to save us and
who is just trying their best to con-
trol us?
Join
The Communicator Team!
See your name in print.
Express yourself.
Put your finger on the pulse of BCC.
The Communicator is looking for
writers,
graphic designers
and
photographers.
j
• Write about sports, national and interna-
tional events, campus life, entertainment,
including music, film, plays and art.
• Help us design each monthly issue of The
Communicator.
• Photograph campus T?te, as well as
throughout the city.
Become part of our growing team.
Join The Communicator.
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BCC Announces Student
Scholarship Awardees
The following students are to be congratulated
for their excellent academic achievement and
enthusiastic involvement with college and
community activities.
Mary EDen Passantino Scholarship Award
Recia Borelli and Rafaelita Oyola
University Student Senate Scholarship Award
Evelyn Cardona and Ken-Ann Knight
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Reading the Classics Comes to BCC
The New School Bachelor's Degree in Liberal Arts
The New School recognizes your academic
achievements in a degree program that
builds on your community college experience.
You'll be immersed in an intellectually rigorous
environment and have the opportunity to design
an individual study plan with the help of an
academic advisor. Social scierceg|, media
and film, creative writing andaSffljfoiture,
urban studies, and international affairs are
just some of the areas in which students
develop academic and professional paths.
Your next step? Arrange a transcript review
with an admissions counselor and finish
what you started.
INFORMATION SESSION:
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 6 P.M.
FOR MORE INFORMATION OR
TO REQUEST A CATALOG,
CALL 800.862.5039
WWW.NSU.NEWSCHOOL.EDU/BA
The Ntiw School
Taking our cue from the NewYork Post's current classicsbook sale, Bronx Community
College and Barnes & Noble College
Bookstore have launched a unique
idea. Until December 20, 2004,
members of the BCC community can
go to our bookstore and purchase any
of 14 classic novels at reduced prices.
In fact, buy two of these classics, and
get one free (see ad below).
Geralde Parvilus, editor in chief
of The Communicator, approached
BCC Vice President of Finance Mary
Coleman about this idea, who, in
turn, suggested contacted Bobbi
Kroman, Regional Manager at
Barnes & Noble. And this idea was
born.
"I was first exposed to the clas-
sics in middle school, but it wasn't
until about 3 summers ago when I
picked up Pride and Prejudice that I
fell in love with the classics again.
The classics are precursors to the
pop-culture titles of today, I think
BCC students wi l l enjoy reading
them as much as I have," says
Parvilus. Vice President Coleman
adds, "It has been a pleasure for my
office to facilitate this student-driven
program. I personally plan to reac-
quaint myself with my favorite clas-
sic novels and to introduce my young
family members to them, as well. 1
invite the College community to do
the same."
A disturbing New York Times
article this past July revealed that a
survey conducted by the National
Endowment of the Arts, "Reading at
Risk," finds "that fewer than half of
Americans over 18 now read novels,
short stories, plays or poetry; that the
consumer pool for books of all kinds
has diminished; and that the pace at
which the nation is losing readers,
especially young readers, is quicken-
ing. In addition it finds that the
downward trend holds in virtually all
demographic areas."
"Fewer than half of
Americans over 18 now read
novels, short stories, plays or
poetry."
The study also found a correla-
tion between reading and broader
participation in other cultural and
community events. "The survey also
makes a striking correlation between
readers of literature and those who
are socially engaged, noting that
readers are far more l ikely than non-
readers to do volunteer and charity
work and go to art museums, per-
forming arts events and ballgames.
'Whatever good things the new elec-
tronic media bring, they also seem to
be creating a decline in cultural and
civic participation,' Mr. [Dana] Gioia
[chairman of the endowment] said.
'Of literary readers, 43 percent per-
form charity work; only 17 percent of
nonreaders do. That's not a subtle dif-
ference.'"
Recognizing the negative impli-
cations of this reading crisis, BCC
and Barnes & Noble have decided to
address this important issue now in a
pro-active manner.
Barnes & Noble College Bookstores
We Love ifie Classics
2 Get 1 €vent!
A great opportunity to read them again
or read than for the first time!
FEATURED TITLES INCLUDE:
Main* Dick S4L95
Allen l*«e
Aticc fn
Crusoe
Offor expires 12/20/04
ClASSfC READS! CLASSIC PRICES! OASSIC CLASSICS!
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MAKS SENSE TO ME!
By Francis Shrum
A Bill of Goods
"Excuse me, miss, you've made a mistake. You charged me twice for this gallon of milk."
"Oh, no, that's no mistake. That's our new policy. You see, the farmers are having trouble with their milking machines. They always waste the
first gallon. So we're helping them out by charging you twice so they don't lose money." Boy, would the average consumer hit the roof! Getting
charged twice for a product just because the producer can't get it right the first time!
Well, this scenario isn't all that far-fetched. It happens every day in colleges and universities from sea to shining sea. We are paying twice to edu-
cate kids who don't do their work in high school and must have remediation classes before they can do college-entrance work.
Somehow this does not compute.
According to a recent study, about 29 percent of the total freshmen entering U.S. colleges need at least one remedial course before they are up to
snuff.
I don't buy the idea that kids who slough off their high-school years must be accepted into higher-level universities or else they won't pursue
higher education at all. I think that either you want your education badly enough to do what it takes to get it, or you don't. Some educational gurus
warn that if universities begin charging for remedial classes or sending these students to junior college for remediation, they will be "demoralized."
May I respectfully submit that too much pride is a big part of the problem in the first place? If a little of it goes by the wayside, both the students
and the educational establishment will be better off. I also don't buy the idea that the reason all these kids need remedial classes is because they are in
some way "disadvantagcd." This is no doubt true for some, but I could personally name a whole passel of kids, with plenty of support and opportuni-
ty in high school, who found ditching class to smoke in the bathroom or hang out at the mall a whole lot more interesting and not half the effort.
It is also a sad truth that thousands of dollars in grant assistance gets wasted on students who drop college entrance remediation because they find
classes are still just as dull and boring as they were in high school. There was a time when failure to put out academic effort meant you were going to
have to earn your daily bread in a less lucrative field. That was back before we bought the bill of goods that we were supposed to spoon-feed kids
their college education.
Write to Francis Shrum in care of King Features Weekly Service, P.O. Box 536475, Orlando, FL 32853-6475, or send an e-mail to
letters.kfws@hearstsc.com.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd., Inc.
Help Save a Life...
Givfe Blooa
Blood Drive
e Marrow
Dec. 8th 9 am - 2 pm
Thursday,
1
l&C
Pace makes it
easy for you
to transfer your credits.
LEARN WHY BRONX COMMUNITY
COLLEGE STUDENTS SHOULD
TRANSFER TO PACE UNIVERSITY
Simple Transfer Credit Program:
Pace wil l accept a maximum of 68 credits from accredited
two-year colleges.
Outstanding Scholarship Opportunities:
Our prestigious Deans' Scholarship program offers qualified
students awards up to $8,000 per year. Due to limited funds,
we encourage you to apply as soon as possible.
Over 80 Majors In The Following Areas:
• Business • Computer Science • Education
• Information Systems • Liberal Arts & Sciences • Nursing
Outstanding Cooperative Education Program:
Pace offers one of the largest, most successful Cooperative Education
programs in the New York City metropolitan area. Last year over 900
undergraduate students earned income and significant work experience
in corporations, government, and non-profit organization.
Guaranteed Tuition
We guarantee undergraduate students that tuition will not increase for
up to five years, as long as they remain registered full-time.
Learn more
U N I V E R S I T Y
A New York Success Story
For more information, www.pace.edu
or call 1-800-874-PACE ext A13
New York • While Plains • Pleasantville/Briarcliff • Hudson Valley
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A N O U C I N G
B u r n T h i s
Coming soon to Schwendler Auditorium
Theater Review:
Ain't Supposed to Die a Natural Death
By Thomas Maceranka
Photo from the 2003 Off-Broadway production starring
Edward Norton and Catherine Keener
Bronx Community College's Theatre Workshop will be presenting Lanford
Wilson's classic American drama Burn This in Schwendler Auditorium on November
17th, 18th and 19th.
Burn This is a play centered around Anna, a choreographer, who has just
returned from the funeral of her roommate and best friend, Robbie. Anna is steeped in
rage over the senseless tragedy of his death and she is even more dumbfounded by his
family's incomprehension of Robbie's place in the world. Back in her apartment, Anna
grieves in the company of Larry, her third roommate, and in the arms of Burton, her
screenwriter boyfriend. Robbie's death has left a hole in Anna's life, but she is coping
and filling it with work. Without warning, Robbie's older brother Pale crosses the
bridge from Jersey, hoping to retrieve his brother's effects. They are comically dissim-
ilar; he despises the Downtown world that she is from - a world that he is convinced
killed his brother. Yet their shared pain over Robbie is enough to create a bond. Burn
This is a funny, explosive and turbulent play about overcoming our deepest fears and
doubts.
The cast includes Lorena Illescas, a Mass Media major and the current Theatre
Workshop Secretary, Joe Diaz as Larry, Alex Taveras, a Radiology major in his first
play at BCC as Burton and Kervin Peralta as Pale, who has formerly served in the
capacity of Theatre Workshop President.
Theatre Workshop continues to be directed by Professor Jason Ramirez who
serves on the faculty of Communication Arts and Sciences. As an actor and director,
he has been associated with some of our finest New York theatre companies including
the Public Theatre, Classical Stage Company, 13th Street Rep, and various Latino the-
atre companies, both nationally and internationally. Professor Ramirez encourages all
BCC students to audition for Theatre Workshop's upcoming production of The
Laramic Project. All interested parties should give him a call at 718-289-5472 or see
him in his office, Colston Hall 734 prior to the end of the semester.
Performance times for the production are as follows:
Wednesday, November 17th at 7:30pm
Thursday, November 18th at 12 noon and 7:30pm
Friday, November 19th at 7:30pm
Admission is free but seating is limited.
Ihave only seen two plays. I saw Cats in 1996 and now I justrecently went to see the play Ain 't Supposed to Die a NaturalDeath by playwright and composer, Melvin Van Peebles. This
play is about the problems that the inner city has with racism, cor-
ruption, drugs and domestic violence, just to name a few.
Mr. Peebles's play was spectacular with multiple characters
and seven to eight different stories entwined with each other to tell
a bigger story.
The actors were also excellent and the characters they por-
trayed were real life. I really liked Robyne Walker, who played
Missy. She sang "Some Raising Your Leg on Me," and hers was
the best performance of the entire play. I also enjoyed the sexy
Carmen Barika who, as Lili, danced the Zampoughi beautifully.
The funniest part of the play happens when the transvestite
prostitute put me in the hot seat in the middle of his big song, star-
ing straight at me and singing, "Hey, boy, you have big beautiful
eyes." With the stage light focused right on us, everyone, includ-
ing me, was laughing. I was a little embarrassed, but it was all in
fun, and I had a good time with it. Good too was Lizan Mitchell,
who played a bag lady and sang "I Put a Curse on You," letting
you know that she was sick and tired of life in the streets.
The characters in the play were realistic. I have lived in New
York City all my life and I have seen hookers, bums and bag
ladies who are just as these actors portrayed them. The story was
fast-paced as well, with action happening on center stage and on
the sidelines.
I was also very impressed with the art of the stage. As an
artist myself, I as blown away by how the stage set looked like a
real city street. Some of the props looked as though they had
come straight from the trash. I loved it all so much that I spoke
with the art director to gain insight about creating stage sets.
I definitely recommend that everyone go to see this play. I am
sure that anyone with an artistic will love it as much as I did. I
know I will see it a second time.
F r o m t h e S t a g e
By Geralde Parvilus
On Saturday, October 23rd, Professor William Washington,through the BCC President's grant for "cultural exploration,"in an attempt to broaden student exposure to different genres
of theatre, invited students to one of the two theatre trips he organized
for the fall. The musical revival of Ain 't Supposed to Die a Natural
Death by Melvin Van Peebles, opened October 1, 2004, at the
Classical Theatre of Harlem.
This explosive musical narrative of "Black street life" delves into
various ghetto conflicts. With a dynamic cast of characters ranging
from junkies, whores, pimps and drag queens to crooked cops, prison-
ers and a rouge gunman, the audience is taken on a journey of more
than a dozen inner-city locales; an eclectic array of different stories
synergistically interwoven into a series of monologues. Martin
Denton, ofnytheatre.com review, describes the show as a "complicat-
ed work of genre-defying and barrier-breaking theatre that will keep
you riveted and engaged." I agree! From beginning to end I was kept
on the edge of my seat because I knew where the next scene was going
to take place; offstage, on the fencing surrounding the orchestra pit, on
the railing above me, in the wings, in the aisles and between the seats
in the audience or at my very feet.
This is a story rooted in the guise of institutionalized racism and
yet somehow these citizens of the ghetto managed to develop a sense
of community.
Since Natural Death last premiered on Broadway on October 8,
1971, it is ironic that what dictates a kind of caste system in this work
is not much different than what exists today.
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From Revolution, newspaper of the Revolutionary Reconstruction Club and the internationalist clubs at Hunter
College and Hostos Community College
Purge Tests: Weapons of Mass Exclusion
ByAubeen Lopez
.S. imperialism contin- 49% is fourth among all CUNY the panel "voted" to approve it. unions. CUNY had been almostUues to slaughter Iraqi schools" (Annual FY03men, women and chil- Performance Report). After all,
dren in its failed attempt to sti- the highest pass rate was only a
fie resistance to colonial occu- bit over half at Baruch, while at
pation. At "home," CUNY is the College of Staten Island
under attack, by the same racist only one quarter passed!
ruling class. They're using
weapons of mass exclusion.
Seeking to resegregate the
classroom, they have raised
tuition, cut Tuition Assistance
(TAP) and other programs, and
The CPE exclusionary
sword is aimed at all of us,
Open Admissions, No all white, but this mass struggle
Tuition! opened the university's doors to
If kids do manage to make oppressed minorities. Since
it to high school, purge tests are then the CUNY system has
waiting for them there as well, graduated more black and
In the late 1990s New York Latino students than any other
State started requiring students university in the history of the
to pass five Regents tests to United States. It was against
graduate from high school. The
rate of "dropouts" -pushouts is
the more accurate term - has
now plan to cut back on finan-
cial aid. The purpose, and
CPE is far from the only gone up steadily,
purge-exam out there. They Meanwhile, the
want to push out working-class schools are undercounting the ally rolling back and wiping out
this gain that the administra-
tion, following the orders of its
capitalist masters, instituted
tuition and went after one form
high of access after another, eventu-
result: forcing out thousands of youth long before they get near number of students really being open admissions.
immigrant, minority and work-
ing-class students.
Purge tests are part of the
CUNY administration's arse-
nal. In 2000 they introduced the
CUNY Proficiency Exam
(CPE). If a student takes and
fails this examination three
times, he or she is booted out of
school regardless of whether
they have successfully com-
pleted all the courses required
by their major. The CPE exclu-
sionary sword is aimed at all of
us, while cutting most sharply
the college door. Last spring pushed out. The official It's no accident that former
New York City's Mayor dropout figure of twenty per- mayor Rudolph Giuliani made
Michael Bloomberg and his cent would go up to 25 or 30 a point of attacking open
loyal lackey, schools chancellor percent if it counted those sent admissions. In his 1998 State of
Joel Klein, imposed a test to "alternative" programs (like the City Address, this kingpin
those that give you a GED) of racist repression and police-
who do not complete them. The state measures (remember
name of this numbers game Amadou Diallo and Abner
was captured by a headline in Louima!) proclaimed: "Open
The New York Times (31 July enrollment is a mistake. It
"To Cut Failure Rate,
Shed Students." The
designed to flunk thousands of
third-graders. We noted:
"This is child abuse on a
grand scale. The racist city
rulers have set out to ruin the
lives of these primarily black, 2003):
Latino and immigrant stu- Schools
dents.... real failure is that of a society
"This is what the 'No Child which does not provide educa-
Left Behind Act' is all about, tion because it is run for the
against students who speak The 3rd grade mass flunk out is interests of capital. If education
English as a second language, a graphic demonstration of doesn't generate profit, they
This is one more obstacle what a fraud this is: here is a throw it on the scrap heap! As
should be changed.... It has cre-
ated in CUNY students false
expectations which the realities
of life inevitably leave unful-
filled."
In other words, the rulers
want us to accept the
"inevitable realities" of class
placed in the path of immigrant deliberate plan to leave 15,000 we pointed out in the first issue and race oppression, and resign
students, recalling the anti-
immigrant "war purge" we
waged a campaign against in
fall 2001.
Even the administration's
own figures show what the
CPE test is about. Take Bronx
Community College. In the
children behind."
- "Forced Flunk-Outs and
the Assault on Public
Education" (The
Internationalist, May-June
2004, available on line at
www.internationalist.org)
Remember this when you
of: ourselves to no education.
"Lest any more proof be Forget about it! We fight for
2002-2003 school year, only 57 see Kerry and Bush "debating"
needed of the CUNY adminis-
tration's intentions, chancellor
Matthew Goldstein - who
attended City College when it
was free - [said in July 2003]
that if students can't pass the
test 'after so many attempts,
open admissions, no tuition, a
living stipend so students can
devote themselves to their stud-
ies, abolition of the capitalists'
Board of Trustees,
student/teacher/worker control
of the schools. And to hell with
percent of BCC students who is the biggest promoter of they ought to be thinking about the CPE and all the other purge
required to take the CPE actual- that "Leave Poor and Minority doing something else with their tests!
ly passed it. If you take into
account students who failed
because they were unable to
take the exam, the passing rate
was 49 percent. So 51 percent
These attacks underline the
most important fact: to win
education for all, we need a
socialist revolution. That is
what the Revolutionary
Reconstruction Club at BCC
Children Behind" law. lives.'
Now the mayoral mafia has "No doubt what the chan-
put the 5th grade on their hit cellor has in mind is something
list! The idea seems to be, if along the lines of cleaning his
kids make it past the 3rd grade, house, taking his food orders,
were not given their diploma, stop 'em at the 5th. At the end or pumping gas into his car. Or
not allowed to graduate. (The of September the city's Panel maybe he would have us go to fights for, together with the
same report records 96 percent for Educational Policy voted to the nearest military recruiting Internationalist Group and the
of BCC students as "minority." "hold back" at least 12,000
Almost half had household fifth graders who do not "meet
incomes under $15,000 a year, standards." The "12-to-O vote
students at campuses like BCC by the panel, stacked with may-
stations which have been work- Internationalist Clubs on other
ing overtime to find economic campuses. We fight to build a
conscripts to serve as frontline revolutionary workers party
are the targets of racism and
poverty, two central features of
this capitalist society.)
Yet BCC President Carolyn
oral appointees, was no sur-
prise," said Newsday (27
September). No kidding: last
March the mayor threw out
Williams actually cited with three members for opposing the
killers for the U.S. imperialist
war machine."
Open admissions was won
at CUNY in 1969 in a student
strike started by black and
Puerto Rican students and then
which alone can end the rule of
profit and profiteers, against
the Democrats, Republicans
and all bourgeois politicians
who enforce our oppression.
pride that the "BCC pass rate of third-grade purge, right before backed by the powerful city
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Rational Numbers by Linda Thistle
Using the clues, simple
arithmetic, and a little logic,
place a single digit (0 to 9) in
each empty box in the
diagram. To help you get
started, two digits have been
entered in the diagram.
ACROSS
1 . The last digit is the
sum of the other digits
Seven more than 17-
Down
Digits of 7-Across
reversed
Sum of the digits of 1-
Across
1 -Across minus 6-Down
3-Across times 18-Across
1-Across plus 4-Down
10-Down minus 8-Down
Four times 14-Across
Seven more than 2-Down
Consecutive digits in
descending order
3.
5.
7.
9.
11.
13.
14.
16.
18.
15.
DOWN
1. Digits of 9-Across reversed
2. 6-Down minus 5-Across
4. Four more than 8-Down
6. One-third of 15-Down
8. Two hundred less than 1
3-Down
10. Two hundred more than
1-Down
12. Thirty more than 19-Acr.
13. The last digit is the sum
of the other digits
15. Consecutive digits in
ascending order
17. 7-Across plus 14-Across
© 2004 King Features Syndicate. Inc.
-Answer on paee 22
Super Crossword HOG WASH
ACROSS
1 Off-the-wall
0 t^if*,**!,,;**,-,
city
11 Peepers, to
Pope
•IS /Krraogo
type
18 Repeated
20 French spa
21 Rain
heavily
22 Gob
23 Start of a
remark
25 Earmark
27 Asian
holiday
28 Annual
award?
29 Shake —
(hurry)
30 Hurries
31 Depraved
33 Pile up
36 Squirrel's
stash
38 Snake-
charmer's
crew
41 Outcast
43 Globule
44 Riyadh
religion
45 Oamone or
Dana
46 Part 2 of
remark
51 Neighbor of
Fla.
52 Rice dish
55 Waikiki
wing-ding
56 Salute for
Caesar
C£7 UnatA/aro
59 Wee
serving
61 Poe crow
«3 Alrvt rlgl-if?
64 Type of
cabbage
66 Part of NB
67 High-rise
building?
69 Part 3 of
remark
70 Know-it-all
73 Semester
74 Prickly
plant
75 Hellman's
"The Little
76 Marsh sight
78 It should be
square
79 Put an
end to
83 Carnival
site
84 Dentist's
directive
86 "The — Kid"
('84 film)
87 Meyers of
"Kate &
Allle"
89 Part 4 of
remark
94 Corn
portion
95 Broadcast
in July
97 Bates or
Rick man
1OO
1O1
104
105
1O7
109
112
115
117
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
Cheerless
One of the
Waughs
Elegant
— terrier
Salchow kin
Sludge
Bloomsbury
buggy
Bookstore
section
Actress
Cassidy
Managers
End of
remark
Be human
MD's area
Riser's
relative
Home
on the
range?
"So there!"
Man, for
one
At daybreak
Gushes
DOWN
1 "Miss
Lonely-
hearts"
writer
2 Dull pain
3 Atkins or
Huntley
4 Holyfield
stats
5 "Definitely!"
6 He's
abominable
7 Rara —
8 One-
dimensional
9 Label
10 Whichever
11 Iridescent
stones
12 Hamlet or
Herman
Munster
13 Where to
spend leva
14 Smash
letters
15 Flight
segment
16 Consumed
17 Lock
19 Name of a
Day
24 "My Gal —"
(19O5 tune)
26 Butcher-
shop
display
29 '75
Wimbledon
winner
31 Age
32 Garlic hater
34 Bad start
35 Contented
sigh
37 — d'Alene,
ID
38 Spy org.
39 '52 Winter
Olympics
site
40 Spill the
beans
41 Navigate
42 Bit) of
Rights grp.
43 — major
45 Like some
leaves
47 Chew out
48 Sheltered
spot
48 Happening
5O Russo of
"Get
Shorty"
53 Maintain
54 Beset
58 Dellbes
opera
59 "Rusalka"
composer
60 Ely or
Darling
62 Disconcert
65 "Stroker —"
('83 film)
67 Get
cracking
68 It's kept
in a
quiver
69 Bikini
part
70 Opposite
71 Way out
72 Merit
73 Hatcher of
"Lois &
Clark"
74 Crooked
75 Raid
77 Adz and
awl
78 Chow —
80 Actor
Parley
81 Viscount's
better
82 Cart
85 Nursery
items
88 Hotel
90 Desert
refuges
91 Dutch
town
92 — Lanka
93 "— the
fields we
go
96 Smoked
delicacy
99 Response
100 Be
101 Sheep
sheds
102 "M" man
103 Blue hue
104 Social
§roupternward
1 OS TV's "
People"
110 Barbecue
fuel
111 The —
5OO
112 Mature
113 From the
top
114 Gets by
(with "out")
116 Mai —
117 Ideologue's
suffix
118 Singer's
syllable
119 Cock and
bull
120 Dem.'s
opponent
Salome s
©2OO4 by King Features Syndicate, Inc. World rights reserved.
-Answer on 22
ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Lots of choices could make it difficult to select what is
best for your needs. Avoid snap judgments. Take the time
to check them all out to find the one that really meets
your goals.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
You could once again experience pressure from others
who would like to see you move in another direction.
But heed your Bovine instincts to stay on your own path.
GEMINI (May 21 to June 20)
Taking charge of a project that seems to be about to stall
or collapse altogether could be a challenge. But once
everyone knows what you expect of him or her, things
should go smoothly.
CANCER (June 21 to July 22)
Avoid the pressures of the upcoming holiday period by
setting a time right now to discuss how to divide up the
responsibility of helping a loved one come through a dif-
ficult period.
LEO (July 23 to August 22)
It's not too early for all you Leonas and Leos to start
making long-distance travel plans. The sooner you stop
procrastinating and start deciding where, when and how
you're going, the better.
VIRGO (August 23 to September 22)
Someone you've known for years might disappoint you,
or even make you feel you've been betrayed. But check
the facts carefully before you make charges that could
backfire on you.
LIBRA (September 23 to October 22)
A holiday plan might need to be revised to accommodate
an unexpected complication. Come up with an alternative
arrangement as soon as possible to avoid more problems
down the line.
SCORPIO (October 23 to November 21)
Don't accept halfway explanations for a situation that
requires full disclosure. The more you know now, the
better able you will be to handle any complications that
might arise.
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to December 21)
The cooperation you relied upon might not be easy to
get. Maybe there's an information gap. See if everyone
understands the situation. If not, be sure to offer a full
explanation.
CAPRICORN (December 22 to January 19)
Problems caused by that recent workplace distraction
should soon be easing, allowing you to resume working
at a less frantic pace. That personal matter also begins to
ease up.
AQUARIUS (January 20 to February 18)
Changing your mind about a job decision isn't easy for
the usually committed Aquarian. But once you check it
out, you'll find facts you didn't know before. And facts
don't lie.
PISCES (February 19 to March 20)
Your unique way of sizing up a situation gives you an
edge in resolving that upsetting workplace problem. Stay
on your current course regardless of any attempts to dis-
tract you.
BORN THIS WEEK:
You are emotionally attuned to what's going on around
you, and you easily pick up on people's needs.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd., Inc.
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Voices of The Brotherhood/Sister Sol
These are the founding members of The Lyrical Circle (LC) of the Brotherhood Sister Sol. They are at the forefront ofreclaiming the political passion and social commentary of Hip-Hop. Their voices are among the fiercest on the scene.
This winter the Urban World Teen Poetry Slam held a competition for the best teen poets in New York City and over
400 youth poets from across the city auditioned. Their number was sifted down to a semifmalist level and then an official 29
finalists. Four members of LC made the final list of 29. From this 29 the judges then chose 5 final poets to represent New
York City at the National Brave New Voices Slam to be held in Los Angeles. Two members of LC were chosen to be among
the five final winners. These youth then went to California and placed second in the national competition. Another member
of LC was chosen from a citywide search to become one of fifteen members of The New York Knicks'One Team, One New
York Poetry Team. The New York Daily News said of this member Elizabeth Acevedo, in their March 25th edition, page 38:/
"Her powerful three-minute poem 'Not in Your Textbook,' a piece about female leaders overlooked in history lessons, left
even the compettitors speechless."
C R I T I C ' S C O R
— By DMA Smith
E R
"Shark Tale"
Running time: 92 minutes
MPAA rating: PG
The makers of "Shark Tale" would like you to think their movie is a lot like Finding
Nemo, that way they'll get you into the theater. Sadly, once you've bought your ticket and
begin watching the film, you'll realize you're a victim of the ol' bait & switch. Finding Nemo
it ain't. And that's the reason Shark Tail flounders.
The film tries to capture the same look as Nemo, but it lacks the attention to detail that
Pixar gave Nemo's undersea environment. The humor in Nemo was derived from the emo-
tions of the characters and their situations, but the humor in Shark Tale isn't character-driv-
en -- the filmmakers instead hit you with a barrage of gross-out sight gags, bad jokes, ethnic stereotypes and pop-culture references, most of which
fall flat. There are a few gags (the whale wash and a cute scene involving a freaked-out shrimp cocktail) that work; but they are few and far between.
Shark Tale stars Will Smith as Oscar, a fish who works at a whale wash (a car wash for whales). One day, a shark tries to eat Oscar, but the shark
slams into an anchor and dies. Oscar gets the rep of Shark Slayer, and now the shark mob wants to get Oscar.
The subplots include a love triangle between Oscar, a good-girl fish named Angie (Rene Zellweger) and a naughty-girl fish (Angelina Jolie) and
the son of the shark don who is a vegetarian. Hey, a shark who wants to be a vegetarian? Where have I seen that before? Oh yeah, in a better fish car-
toon. I won't give it away, but it rhymes with Finding Nemo.
Don't waste your money on this movie. If you must see it, wait for it to come out on video and rent it.
GRADE: D
(c) 2004 King Features Synd., Inc.
Numbers
answers
Take your Associate Degree to the next level with a Bachelor's Degree from DeVry institute of Technology. Our business and
technology programs fit your schedule with classes offered days, nights and weekends. With our convenient location near where you
live or work, you can take advantage of our year-round programs. Our fast and flexible schedules allow you to earn a Bachelor's
Degree on your terms. Then add to ft with a Master's Degree from our Keller Graduate School of Management. Either way, you'll be
on your way to a career that takes you to the top.
Call now.
Long Island City
866-863-7810
Or, e-mail us at transfer@devry.edu
© 20(M 0«Vry University. Accf edited by the Higte teaming Commission and a member ot the North Central Association
(NCA), 30 N. LaSalte Street, Chteatjo, 160602. ncahigherteamingcomnifeaon-0f0
tOetfry University operates as DeViy teirtuie of Technology and KeSer Graduate Scnooi of Management in NawVbrk,
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I AM
BY ELIZABETH ACEVEDO - A.K.A. "LADY LESCA"
I AM THE DAUGHTER OF NEFERTITI, BORN IN THE WOMB OF
ARAMINTA
MANIFESTED SOUL OF SOJOURNER, BLjOOD FLOW OF EVITA
HEART Of XENA, WITH THE MIND OF ATHEN
I THROW MY RIGHT FIST IN THE AIR,
WITH THE 0THER I HOLD MY SWORD
LEldD;.!^ . PEOPLE FROM ENSLAVEMENT/ f f
tW||a%E6\| THE DRINKING GOURD/
WALKING ROAf)S TO WARRIORS LI^E I^AN
l1|ITINjSJVIAZONIANTHRON% /& /
CRO^NpD BY QUEEN HATSHEPjSUT
LEAD A RESISTANCE LIKE ASHANTI QUEEyAGA|NST RULES
B^€| EAR ON MY BACK ANJ^
S^
 Jffff'^ CkoSS. ON MY FOREHEjfo
%sc: FOLLOW NAJsTH^OF THE M/ROONS
/ , F*#!? THOSE WHO TRY TO ENCLAVE ME l!
\ p¥!LLLETNO ONE CAjj^Mfc,,,,.
W^feRS^ITM?ATRIBEOFISADSHI KOSESHFS
j TRf TO FOLLOW JHE* WAYf OF INDIRA
I PEACEFUL, SERENE, MIND OJ/ER MATTER
BUT I|VOULP*€HED BLOOD BEFORE TE>|R| ,
I I WAfJSffaQUGH ARCHAIC5%!«MPri&rrfl
],,AN($E^f DRUivfe BEAT GUIDES M^fEEf | ./ |
PHARAOHS |RO|HESIZED MY CODING 1
MfiN COMPOSED EPICS' IN MY NAME F;
' ALREADY BEE^f TOLD!' I,
WALLS IN |HiB^D<iLYPHIc4 ^ S \
BY GOD'S ^AND EST THE'&<J^^^ST^P^T$R i'5-''*i}%
I DANCE; CAPOERA THROUGH THE BLOWS dp PERSECUTORS
THEIR FISTS SHALL NOT HURT |ME
REAL LEADERS NEVER FALL THEY MERELY STUMBL^
HOW DARE ANYONE QUESTION MY DESCEND|NCY?
I AM BIRTH GIVER | j
I AM QUEEN /
I AM WARRIOR
i AM WOMAN I ,/::'///•.
I AM THE DAUGHTER OF NEFERTITI BORN IN THE Wji)MB OF
ARAMINTA
MANIFESTED SOUL OF SOJOURNER BLOOD FLOW OF EVITA
HEART OF XENA WITH THE MIND OF ATHENA
f BORN WITH MY RIGHT FIST IN THE AIR
AND A SWORD IN MY LEFT
BRINGING LOVE
j ; BY JAIME V. MENJIVAR
YOU OFTEN DO THINGS THAT SOONER OR
LATER YOU REPENT ABOUT
DO NOT HARVEST HATE IN YOUR HEART f
BECAUSE "WHAT YOU SOW IS WHAT YOU REAP"
INSTEAD CULTIVATE LOVE AND LIGHT
AND ILLUMINATE THE PATH OF OTHERS
BRING LIGHT INTO THIS DARK WORLD
NSTIGATE THE SEEDS OF LOVE ON THOSE WHO
LISTEN
TURN AWAY OF THOSE THAT SEE BUT DENY
.LOVE, . ": :,:m ,,.......;.._:.;..;...;....,;..
SOONER OR LATER YOUR LIGHT WILL PAli ON
TOOTHERS
AND BVIL SHOULD BE NO MORE
EATING A STRAWBERRY
f JY JANVIE V. MENJIVAR
TH JUICY EXQtTrSITE AND FRESHLY CRIMSON
STRAWBERY IHT 0 YOUR LIPS^ v
POUND IT FULLY AND DELIGHTFULLY;
A PARTY OF DIVERSE FLAVORS WILL YOU TASTE;
i A MOlvliNTjl Flrfry DELIGHT SHALL YOU FEEL;
e
 THE FANTASTIC FEELINGS OF A STRAWBERRY:
A QUICK dLIMPSE INTO GOD JUST FELT
A MELANCHOLIC EXPERIENCE AND SORROW
A^ILL YOU FEEL IT AS THE ENJOYMENT GO BY?
FEEL TT FOREVER AND IMgVER BECOMING FULL WILL YOU
POOL YOURSELF NOj; BOR ALL COMES TO AN ElsfDING
WITH OUR ESSENCE LET ITS FLAVOR DEEPER THE STRAWBERRY
THE MANUFACTURE OF GOD
r WB OUGHT TO ABSORB FNT^> QURSEJJVES
•
:
 • • '| :: . r .. "'"*:• -«AT'ING^ STRAWBERRY... •
IS AWAY f ROM CONSUMP^IjQlN
SOMETIMES WE TAKE IT FOR GRANTED
IT'S A REWARD,
A METAMORPHOSIS AND A TICKET
•Mv Trip to...Kb
Columbia River
Photography by Peter Sates
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